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FROM THE DEAN 

 

I am extremely happy to provide a foreword for the Ibra 

Journal of ELT.  This is the first time a journal for ELT has 

been released by  Ibra  College of Technology.  I am proud to 

say that  among the seven colleges of Technology,  our college 

is the first one to bring out a journal of this sort. This journal 

contains a very good  collection of articles highlighting issues 

on teaching and learning English.  Moreover, the contributors 

are from different educational institutions in Oman; this creates 

a space for dialogue among academics and to learn from each 

others experience. I hope that this journal will take up a 

prominent place in the area of English Language Teaching in the 

Sultanate of Oman.  I appreciate the efforts of the English 

Language Centre, especially Anwar Al-Ismaili, CK and the 

editorial board,  for bringing out such an informative journal.  

 

 

 

 Dr. Qasim Murthada Al- Mar'ashi   
    Dean, Ibra College of Technology 



Mr. Anwar  Al-Ismaili 

Editor-in-chief 
C. Kodhandaraman  

Editor 

We are pleased to release the first volume of Ibra Journal of 

ELT. This endeavour will pave the way for knowledge through 

sharing. The aim of  this  journal is to create a forum for 

teachers, especially those working in English Language Centers 

in the Colleges of Technology in Oman, to share their expertise, 

and solutions to the problems they encounter everyday in their 

classrooms. As this attempt has drawn the attention of teachers 

from across the nation, various issues concerning ELT in Oman 

are brought to light through the articles in this journal. This will  

help to identify the problems and solutions relevant to English 

Language Teaching.  We would like to thank our college Dean 

for his continuous support.  We also thank all the contributors  

who made our effort successful. We take this opportunity to 

request the contributors to be consistent in their contributions to 

IJELT. Further suggestions for the improvement of this journal 

will be highly appreciated. 
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Abstract 

Does literature play a role in ESL and EFL classes; more specifically, in language centres in 

colleges of technology in Oman where English is taught to prime the students for their 

specializations in Engineering, Chemistry or Information Technology? Perhaps our intuitive 

response to such a question is 'No'. Why should students of science bother with what appears to 

some as contorted, artificially constructed language? Such a response, uninformed as it is, has 

been challenged by those stylisticians who work on the interface between language and literature. 

As a result we see a proliferation of pedagogic proposals that combine language and literature. In 

this short article, I review some such proposals, and in the process indicate, though briefly, what I 

deem to be their limitations. 

 

1. Introduction 

Whereas literature could be approached from a variety of historical, 

ideological, aesthetic perspectives, I approach English literature primarily 

as a linguistic subject. There are two evident orientations in the literature on 

pedagogical stylistics with respect to integrating language and literature. 

Some practitioners of stylistics employ literature as a resource for 

developing the language skills of students. Others use literature to prepare 

the students for advanced literature courses. It should be stressed that these 

two approaches to teaching literature are not mutually exclusive, nor is it 

always easy to maintain a clear-cut distinction between the two, as they are 

closely interdependent and interrelated. In this short article, however, I 

concentrate on literature as resource. Because pedagogy is not separable 

from theory, the theoretical underpinning of the pedagogic proposals are 

explored and examined. 
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1.1. Literature as Resource 

Maley (1989) draws a theoretical distinction between the study of literature 

and the use of literature as a resource. He mentions that there are two ways 

of studying literature: the traditional way, studying literary elements, such 

as figurative language, theme, tone, plot, characterization, or the historical 

background of the literary work in question. He argues that such an 

approach may not be helpful for the foreign learner whose aim is to learn 

the language; the second approach is stylistic, studying the text in terms of 

deviation and parallelism, for example. He claims that neither of these 

approaches furthers language learning, and that what a foreign learner needs 

is an approach whose primary goal is language development. This can, he 

goes on to elaborate, be achieved through the use of literature as a resource, 

which means using literary texts like any other texts for language 

development in EFL /ESL contexts (ibid: 102-3). He suggests various 

classroom activities. For example, instead of presenting the text as a static 

entity, he suggests that the teacher present fragments of a literary work, or 

scrambled lines from a poem. 

A similar line of argument is evident in Maley and Moulding (1985), who 

propose using poems with as few cultural allusions as possible. They also 

recommend that all poems should be in accessible modern English, thus 

eliminating archaic lexis and grammar. Following from that, they exclude 

in their proposal they put forward major canonical poets, such as William 

Shakespeare, John Milton, and William Wordsworth; and opt for poems, 

especially composed for classroom treatment, by writers such as Alan 

Maley, Alan Duff and Michael Swan. Their argument is that through such 

an approach, the aura of mystery that tends to be associated with poetry can 

be challenged. Poetry ‘must be seen both by learners and teachers as 

something concrete, useful, relevant’ (ibid: 136). Therefore, they 
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recommend poems they think to be of relevance to students, dealing with 

themes such as, among other things, memories, love, pain, and reflection. 

Before teaching poems, they suggest practical warm-up activities such as 

asking the students to discuss topics relating to the subject matter of the 

poem or to attempt to compose poems on similar topics. 

Proceeding from the theoretical distinction set out in Maley (1989: 11-23), 

Duff and Maley (1990) use literature as a language resource; that is, as a 

springboard for language activities which are aimed at engaging students 

and improving their language skills. The activities they propose include 

presenting scrambled lines from a poem and asking students to reassemble 

them, comparing lines or passages from literary works and non-literary 

works, using a given set of words to describe a particular character or the 

tone, and asking students to fill in gaps in extracts in which key words are 

missing. These activities are part of a deliberate and conscious move to 

shun literary criticism and the technical language associated with it, and to 

take the text to be the focal point of classroom discussions rather than the 

historical or the biographical background of the poet. In an attempt to 

engage the learner, their personal experiences and opinions are elicited in 

the classroom. In other words, the text is taken as a ‘point of reference’. 

Because the aim is not to teach literature per se, the selection of texts is not 

restricted to ‘canonical’ literary works, some of which might prove difficult 

to the reader and thus fail to engage him/her. 

Maley (1994) uses short excerpts from various genres, both literary and 

non-literary, such as poems, newspaper articles, folk stories, and diary notes 

as a resource for language learning. The language should, he argues, be 

simple and suitable for lower and intermediate learners. He proposes a 

variety of pedagogical activities such as asking students to lengthen the 

extracts by adding new words, phrases or sentences, or omit some such 
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elements while retaining the semantic content. Whereas such activities are 

directed toward the formal features of the text, there are other activities 

which involve asking students questions that seek to elicit their personal 

experiences in an attempt to both understand and extend the meaning 

potential of the text in hand. 

Carter and Long (1991: 3) extend the view of Maley (1989) by maintaining 

that the study of literature means studying literary conventions; specialized 

technical terms; knowledge of poets, novelists, dramatists; different 

historical periods; and different literary movements such as feminism, 

Marxism and deconstruction, among other things. This is what they call 

knowledge about literature, which would usually entail, according to them, 

students sitting idle and receiving the knowledge from the teacher. Learning 

literature, on the other hand, means getting students to acquire the skills 

necessary in understanding the literary text. This involves the teacher and 

students interacting with each other and making out the meaning of the text. 

This is what they refer to as knowledge of literature.  

Within this framework, they suggest a wide range of proposals that are the 

stock-in-trade of a communicative approach to teaching English; proposals 

such as jigsaw reading, matching, gap filling, reading aloud, paraphrasing 

and creative writing as well as questioning. What distinguishes Carter and 

Long (1991) from the references cited thus far is the systematic attention 

they give to questioning as a pedagogical activity and its potential in 

language teaching. While stressing that questions are not easily classifiable, 

they present two types of questions: lower-order and higher-order 

questions. The former are related to textual information, such as the title of 

the text, and the denotative meaning of words. As such, they have a single 

‘correct’ answer, and do not lend themselves to open discussion. Students 

would not have to interact with the text to find the answers. The higher-
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order questions, on the other hand, are to do with the response of the 

students, who have to ‘explore’ the text to find answers rather than totally 

rely on the text. There are no single ‘correct’ answers as they vary from one 

individual to another. They ‘focus on the imaginative or symbolic context 

of a text or the context of meaning which it generates’ (ibid: 37). 

1.2 Critical Appraisal  

In Maley and Moulding (1985), Maley and Duff, (1989), Duff & Maley 

(1990), and Maley (1994) literature is used as a springboard for language 

activities. The students are actively drawn into the text. They are 

encouraged to dismember it, guess the meaning, fill in gaps, and rewrite 

poems. Activities of this kind are both part and parcel of the educational 

process whereby students are given the chance and responsibility to create 

the meaning as they go along. In other words, language-based approaches 

are student-centred, activity-based, and process-oriented (Carter 1996). 

However, an obvious limitation of such language-based approaches is that 

they shift the students’ attention away from the new meanings and new 

world realities that the literary text portrays. In other words, by taking the 

text as a mere springboard for language activities, chopping it into parts, 

language-based approaches move the emphasis away from the world 

depicted in the text and from the literary or stylistic devices the text uses. 

I shall turn my attention now to language-based approaches that attend to 

both. 

2.0. Literature with a Small ‘l’ 

Carter (1996); Carter and Long (1987, 1991) McCarthy and Carter (1994); 

Carter and McRae (1996); and McRae (1991, 1996) argue for an approach 

to teaching literature that attends both to the language of the text as well as 

to features (such as patterning and foregrounding) typically associated with 
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literature. They argue that the language of advertisements, newspaper 

headlines and jokes shows a higher degree of pattern and deviation from 

established language norms than is generally supposed by many. On the 

basis of this, they propose that students can be sensitised to such features by 

studying literary texts with non-literary ones. Their approach is called 

literature with a small ‘l’ after McRae (1991). 

The literature with a small ‘l’ approach views creativity as inclusive rather 

than exclusive to canonical literary texts. Carter and Nash (1990: 174-203) 

are at pains to demonstrate that ‘creativeness’ is accessible to foreign 

students with a somewhat advanced level of English, and that it is not only 

the preserve of a gifted few. They suggest various classroom activities, such 

as presenting certain lines that exhibit no cohesive devices but are 

nevertheless conceptually coherent in one way or another, and then asking 

the students to ‘create’ sentences to form an explicit coherent whole. They 

also propose presenting certain words from an original poem and then 

asking the students to form their own poem. Another ‘creative’ game they 

propose is to ask the students to parody a particular text. They argue that 

writing a parody is similar to a stylistic analysis paper in that students will 

be attempting to understand a text by ‘mimicking’ it rather than describing 

it. ‘Parody thus employed is a mode of stylistic assessment and a form of 

compositional training (ibid: 182)’. Yet another ‘creative’ game they 

propose is that of rewriting; such an exercise is meant to bring to the notice 

of students which parts are necessary to the overall meaning of the text, 

which are complementary, and which are merely ornamental. The volume 

concludes with a section of exercises that are aimed at increasing students’ 

understanding of the texts and encouraging them to transform that 

understanding into writing. Some of the activities are: writing a narrative 

using picture illustrations, transforming an encyclopaedia entry on a 
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particular topic into the opening of a novel, or attempting a prose 

paraphrase of a poem. 

The same line of thought persists in Carter and McCarthy (1995), who 

argue that materials at the interface of language and literature should not be 

taught as complementary or makeweight to either language or literature 

courses but as core for developing language awareness. They lament the 

little interest given to representational meanings of words in low-level 

English courses. This, they argue, deprives foreign students of the 

opportunity to come to grips with non–literal, indirect and ‘representational’ 

multiple meanings. A word such as ‘green’, for example, has a single 

denotative meaning, but has various layers of representational meanings 

that could be brought to the attention of students. Another area of language 

that, according to them, receives little attention in lower intermediate 

classes is the ‘creative’ use of language that goes beyond the established 

rules of grammar. They draw examples from the Nottingham University 

Spoken English Corpus (CANCODE) to show how people ‘creatively’ use 

English morphemes to create words such as ‘salady’, ‘elasticky’, ‘newsy’ 

and ‘unsolid’. Since morphological creativity is common both in spoken 

language and in poetry, it should be brought to the notice of foreign 

students, thus the argument goes. 

2.1. Critical Appraisal  

However, one might be cautious in using materials such as those presented 

in Carter and McCarthy (1995) to low-level foreign students for practical 

reasons. First, if students lack the knowledge of morphological rules or 

referential (dictionary) meanings of words, they would not have the 

appropriate background against which they could appreciate the ‘creativity’ 

of either literary or conversational language. The act of parodying a text, be 

it an advertisement or a poem, or the act of rewriting it, presupposes an 
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understanding of the text given. It follows that such an approach is best 

suited for advanced students who have gone through considerable training 

in stylistic analysis and have the knowledge of issues, such as ‘cohesion’ 

and ‘discourse’.  

Besides, the promotion of such materials would seem to suggest that 

foreign students aspire to native-like competence. The students of English 

in many parts of the world learn English in order to use it in workplaces 

such as banks and government departments. The variety of English 

collected in the (CANCODE), with its informal, conversational and dialogic 

tone, may not necessarily prepare students in EFL and ESL contexts for the 

English they use in writing reports and official documents, for example. 

On an ethical and ideological level, if we accept the native-like implication, 

then that means that the foreign student has to remain within the orbit of the 

native speaker: ‘native’ rules are to be followed, and ‘native’ deviations 

from those rules are equally worth following! Such an implication amounts 

to a disregard of the social reality of the students. One could join Cook 

(1998: 107) in asking, ‘Why should the attested language use of a native-

speaker community be a model for learners of English as an international 

language?’ Johnson (2001: 200) puts it even more emphatically, ‘Gone are 

days when learners felt obliged to look towards a native speaking country 

for their norm. Why should not some local variety of English be accepted as 

the norm, particularly in situations where the foreign language is being used 

within borders as a lingua franca?’ 

3.0 A Suggestion 

We could take our cue from the literature on pedagogical stylistics to teach 

English through English literature in language centres in colleges of 

technology. Though the space does not allow for a lengthy discussion of 
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this suggestion, we could nonetheless tentatively propose a similar 

comparative approach. We could compare English literature with materials 

drawn from Omani culture. Some such materials could be English 

advertisements, newspaper articles, English translations of Omani proverbs, 

famous sayings from Omani culture. However, bearing in mind that ELT 

should be a context- sensitive mediatory process, we have to be aware of 

the ideological ramifications of the approaches and techniques of teaching. 

Conclusion 

In this short article, I have reviewed the literature on integrating language 

and literature. I have also laid out some of their limitations. I have finally 

suggested that a similar approach (whereby an English poem or any other 

literary work is compared to its paraphrase or to another literary work on a 

similar subject matter) could be adopted in language centres in colleges of 

technology. This suggestion, of course, needs to be researched further. We 

cannot take for granted its appropriateness to the Omani context. Tentative 

as it is, the suggestion could be taken as a point of departure for further 

research. 
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Abstract 

Recent researches on cognitive methods show that institutionalized language learning is a constant 

source of stress, and a psychological obstacle leading to discomfort and insecurity. In the ELLE of 

the current times cybernautical approach opens attractive horizons by relaxing and empowering 

the learner, through its emphasis on communication, and by increasing interaction between the 

learner and the ‘teacher-facilitator.’  This paper shows how the cybernautical approach fosters L2 

acquisition by valorizing ‘meaning’ and ‘content’ over ‘form’ and ‘competence in grammatical 

structures.’ The attempt in the paper is to analyze the essential ingredients of the cybernautical 

approach and explore the practical content of the method. The focus of the paper is on (re)

defining  the learning space—the classroom—which has today become a major constraint owing 

to its spatial (fixed location) and temporal (fixed class timetable) inflexibility. 

 

The history of language teaching is probably coterminous with the history 

of education. Through the centuries scholars have been engaged in the 

problem of effective language teaching. There are and have been many 

books, many methods, and many ideas about solving the problem. A wide 

variety of goals has been set, and a wide variety of rationales for foreign-

language study have been offered: to become able to think more logically, 

to understand one’s native language better, to become acquainted with the 

great literature of other cultures, to have access to the scientific literature of 

foreign co-workers, and to be able to communicate with others in their 

language. Today we talk of that last rationale as the basic one, because  

ultimately it subsumes the others. 

Once acquisition of the communicative skills is considered as the final, the 
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eventual target, the end of the language-learning process, we tend to 

consider it the criterion by which success in language learning is judged. 

We believe that it is the very skeleton, musculature, and life blood of 

language. Just as one cannot build a machine intended to do a complex task 

without incorporating into it step by step the capability of accomplishing 

that task, so we believe that language can never become a tool for 

communication unless communication is the content, the emphasis, and the 

day-to-day routine of class work. 

With the advent of the cybernautical approach, a fundamental shift is 

changing our way of conceiving teaching and learning. Contrary to the rigid 

and prescribed practices normally associated with teaching methods ranging 

from the traditional (grammar-translation, audio-lingual), the modern 

(communicative), to the non-conventional (Suggestopedia, Community 

Language Learning), the cybernautical approach stands out by virtue of its 

greater flexibility and adaptability. In the ELLE (Electronic Language 

Learning Environment) of the current times, cybernautical approach opens 

attractive horizons by relaxing and empow-ering the learner, through its 

emphasis on communication, and by increasing interaction between the 

learner and the ‘teacher-facilitator.’ Compared to the earlier teaching 

approaches, the cybernautical approach accommodates a paradoxical 

amalgam of interactivity and autonomous learning. It presents the challenge 

of a comprehensive, well-thought-out and concerted application of the new 

modes of solitary discovery—the cybernaut is first of all an explorer—and 

co-operative interaction. By redefining the very nature of the three poles of 

the learning situation—the teacher, the learner and knowledge (in the 

present case, the mastery of a language)—this approach fundamentally 
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changes our way of conceiving teaching and learning. 

Interestingly, recent researches on cognitive methods show that 

institutionalized language learning is a constant source of stress, and a 

psychological obstacle leading to discomfort and insecurity. As Bogaards 

points out “To be deprived, be it temporarily, of one’s linguistic powers is 

for most learners inhibiting” (124). We know however that the lesser the 

focus on the object of study (language), the greater the ease felt by the 

learner and the larger the reduction of affective filtering. This is why all the 

so-called non-conventional methods use an aid, with the aim of distracting 

attention from the process of learning: music (Suggestopedia), props (Total 

Physical Response), tape-recorder (Community Language Learning), or 

even coloured sticks or cuisiniere rods (Silent Way). The cybernautical 

approach, besides offering an entertaining tool, equips the communicating 

learner with just such a ‘defensive screen’ behind which it is not necessary 

to react instantaneously. 

If one accepts the distinction between language learning and language 

acquisition, the cybernautical approach fosters acquisition. According to 

Krashen, learning is a conscious process which concentrates on form and 

the knowledge of grammatical structures, whereas acquisition is 

unconscious and focuses on meaning (94). Krashen believes that knowledge 

of language rules does not mean that the learner is able to use the language 

naturally (102). Acquisition, because it concentrates on meaning, leads the 

learner to acquire unconsciously, the forms of the language. Like the 

communicative approach and the non-conventional methods in which 

content is more important than form, the cybernautical approach puts 

communication first. Once the technology has been put in the background, 
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few obstacles would appear to impede communication between learners or 

between learner and teacher-guide/‘teacher-facilitator.’ 

If we accept the fact that the learner is an active individual who participates 

willingly in the learning process, it is obviously necessary to create 

favorable conditions for the individual appropriation of this learning. The 

teacher’s role in the presenting of learning material is thus paramount. 

Since the cybernautical approach forgoes a ‘fixed’ manual, the teacher has 

continually to enrich the course site/cyberspace with a variety of documents 

and at the same time monitor the pedagogical value of the links/materials 

supplied. The learner consults the various sites at will and may choose to go 

further in a personal quest of discovery: learning is no longer linear, since 

the learner can select which path to follow. 

In the cybernautical approach, the function of electronic mail and the 

bulletin board is to allow learners to express their fears and to catch the 

‘ear’ of their peers and their teacher, thus producing an 'echo effect.’ The 

teacher, who is thus aware both of the learners’ language and of their 

feelings, can take their reactions into consideration and not hesitate to ask 

for their comments after each activity. In this way teaching ceases to be 

centred on the teacher and focuses on the learner, which has the effect of 

encouraging individual development. 

Whereas recent theoretical thinking appears to be reassessing the recourse 

to the behaviourist method (use of rote learning or drills) that the 

communicative approach seems to have banished, neuro-scientific research 

suggests that the two hemispheres of the brain are not mutually exclusive as 

both are engaged in language learning. Left-hemisphere activities (drills, for 
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example) are as important as those engaging the right hemisphere 

(experiential activities). Back in 1968, Rivers came to the conclusion that 

second-language learning took place in two stages: in the first stage through 

a behaviourist-type process, and subsequently in a much more conscious 

manner, reflective, and thus cognitive (173). The marriage of the 

experiential and the cognitive,   or the   ‘intersection of the interactive and 

the reflective,’ is the forte of electronic communication, after a long 

separation of the two in education. It should be noted that computer-assisted 

communication offers an ideal environment for learning language through 

use, which is to say through the experience of using language and reflecting 

on this use. 

This intersection takes place not in solitude but in the context of ‘social’ 

interaction characteristic of the ‘interconnectivity.’ In Piaget’s 

constructivist theory knowledge is built through the social relationship of 

the individual and the environment. Rather than reacting to the 

environment, as behaviourism asserts, the individual acts in relation to it. In 

the behaviourist approach, the individual passively learns by repetition, by 

imitating a model, whereas in the cognitive approach the individual already 

bears the germs of knowledge, which grow through a process of maturation. 

Group work, collaboration, enquiry, role-playing and simulation all help 

develop the individual's cognitive structures. 

In theory, the new communication technologies are following the cognitive 

path. The fact is evident when De Kerckhove talks of ‘the migration of 

psychological processes such as memory and intelligence from the inside of 

individual minds to the outside world of connected-knowledge 

media’ (197). This interaction between the internal and external shows that 
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the new educational technologies can serve, at least in part, the procedure 

advocated by Piaget.  

Traditionally the three poles of the learning situation privileged the position 

of the teacher, owing to the latter being rooted in an institutionalized 

context for which, and in whose name, he/she taught. The link forged over 

the centuries between the lecturer and the classroom or lecture hall 

constitutes a tenacious paradigm. The cybernautical approach revises and 

modifies this paradigm and offers:  

� the immediacy of access to resources 

� a meaningful context. 

� experiential learning. 

� learner initiatives. 

� communication and interaction between participants. 

� the overall  involvement  and  presence,  physical  or  virtual,   

of the teacher/adviser. 

The cybernautical approach can be best illustrated by using a triangular 

model which places the teaching/learning process ‘P’ in a circular space ‘S’ 

which encompasses and determines it (Fig. 1). The relation between the 

functions situated at the three ‘poles,’ or vertices, of the triangle offers an 

effective tool for formulating the cybernautical approach. 
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Figure 1 

The progressive occupation of the traditional teaching/learning space, i.e., 

the transformation of the classroom into a cyberspace, involves 

fundamental changes to the nature of the Subject, the Object and the Agent 

who effects or fosters the interplay of the other two. In the traditional class, 

the Agent, invested with the authority of the institutional place of learning, 

used this status to define the nature of the Object (for example, the type of 

English to be taught) and to determine the activities of the Subject (the 

learner). When the learning space—the classroom, which has today become 

a major constraint owing to its spatial (fixed location) and temporal (fixed 

class timetable) inflexibility—is transformed into a virtual space, part of the 

Agent’s power is transferred to the more mobile Subject, who assumes it in 

order to redefine the nature of the pursued Object. The language being 

studied takes on a wider number of facets (regional, sociological and 

professional variants, non-standard registers); the students—whose life is 

divided, with increasing difficulty, between study and paid work—demand 

a greater flexibility in the conditions of their learning activities; the Agent's 

former dominant and exclusive role becomes shared with electronic tools, 

which tend to take it over entirely; the ‘Agent’ henceforth includes 

multimedia technology. 
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The teacher, who shares the function of Agent with a technology capable of 

taking over some of its aspects, must put into place the different forms of 

cohabitation. Besides the pedagogical requirements of a general nature, the 

teacher adopting the cybernautical-approach is invested with new functions 

and has therefore constantly to master new skills; these new functions 

include: 

� the planning of teaching that combines the virtual and the real 

� the mediation of interpersonal relations between learners 

� the management of the class website and of electronic 

communications 

� the finding, and pedagogical evaluation, of net/interactive resources 

The learner develops personal learning strategies (self-direction) and plays 

a very active role in the course-learning programme. The order of syllabus 

items and the time given to each is flexible. We think we have given 

sufficient emphasis in the preceding sections to the central nature of the 

learner’s new position not to have to repeat it. 

Communication is, without doubt, the principal objective of ELLE. 

However, autonomy, independent learning and social interaction are 

involved just as much. Excluding oral expression, which is still in the 

embryonic stage of development in this new context, none of the other three 

skills (aural comprehension, reading and writing) has the upper hand. 

Vocabulary acquisition, for long neglected (Tréville & Duquette), is well 

served by the potential of the new technologies. Whereas the traditional 

manual, whatever its methodology, presents a static, fragmented image of 

the language, the ELLE manual is an open book offering multiple linguistic 

varieties (commercial, literary, political, scientific, etc.) and local colours 
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(African, European, Canadian, etc.). In the future the main task of the 

teacher will not be to write a language manual but rather an instruction 

manual, a sort of pedagogical guide to networked cybernautical resources. 

The teaching/learning space of language acquisition is, to varying degrees, 

more or less artificial or more or less natural. The greater the extent to 

which language practice takes place in the classroom, the more artificial it 

is; the more it happens in a space shared with other activities, the more 

natural it is. A learning space shared with the purchase of a train ticket is an 

example of what we call a natural space; it is also the case with the Internet 

which is used as a learning space as well as a place to buy a plane ticket. 

The traditional learning space is the classroom, which exists in a fixed 

location at a fixed time. Besides its artificiality, the classroom is a source of 

stress (except for extroverts) because of this spatial and temporal rigidity. 

The cybernautical approach offers, even demands, a redefinition of the 

learning space, which becomes variable in terms of place, time and content. 

The place includes the multimedia laboratory, the home, the cybercafé, the 

computerized classroom and the traditional classroom, which can be 

replaced by any other meeting place. The time is in large part what is 

available to the learner, who learns when it is preferable or possible to do 

so. Meetings (between learners or between learner and teacher) take place 

either without spatial or temporal constraint (e-mail) or at an agreed 

location and time (the classroom, for example). The content of the space 

consists of the participants in a given activity (see the triangle): for 

example, the learner alone (Internet, e-mail), several learners together (free-

access multimedia laboratory), or several learners with the teacher 

(classroom or directed laboratory). 
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Through the impetus given by the information revolution, a widening in the 

scope of language skills offered to the learner is taking place. To the four 

traditional skills (oral, listening, reading and writing) is now added the 

mastery of the teaching/learning space itself. A person who does not adapt 

to the life of a foreign country has difficulty in assimilating its language. A 

person who masters the classroom is what is called a ‘good student’; the 

good student is the one who plays the education system's game. The 

cybernautical approach offers a wider variety of persons, 'conformists' and 

'non-conformists', learning spaces which encourage them and motivate 

them to be 'good learners': the classroom for the 'good students' and the 

extroverts, the multimedia laboratory with its exercises for the shy and the 

methodical, the Internet for the explorers and the adaptable. As to classical 

language skills, we can note that reading, listening and oral expression are 

all by nature 'direct' modes of linguistic activity (subject-object), whereas 

writing is always mediated by rules. Writing (in all circumstances, at all 

ages) is an activity in which one is conscious of the medium: ‘how does one 

say...?,’ ‘how do you spell...?,’ ‘is there agreement of the past participle?,’ 

‘indicative or subjunctive?’ (subject-rules-object). 

The new educational technologies are able to answer the needs of reading 

and listening; oral expression can never be satisfactory in a pedagogical 

environment, unless one is content with simulations (always a pale 

reflection of the natural oral situation) or one is a child, for whom 

everything is real—the physical environment, dreams, myths, games. 

In the light of the preceding, the cybernautical approach may be criticized 

for an imbalance in the treatment of the four language skills: it is obvious 

that oral expression is the least developed of all. This in itself justifies, at 

least for the present, the contact between teacher and learners in a physical 
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setting. The sending of an electronic oral message is possible, or immediate 

‘discussion’ over the internet is possible, constraints of net-speed and 

related technical problems sometimes can make it impractical.   

It is also true that learners are not all capable of managing their learning 

through the medium of a machine or of being autonomous. Ideally, it would 

be desirable to set up a class where all learners have the same learning 

profile. 

More than just another new teaching/learning method among so many 

others, ELLE offers cybernauts an access to the world of language and 

culture that a classroom study centred on the teacher is incapable of 

providing. Characterized by a learning experience freed from the artificial 

stresses of the classroom, enjoying the twin advantages of immediate and 

reflective communication, determined more generally by the learner's 

needs, and creating a symbiosis of the authentic document and the teacher-

guide, ELLE opens up new paths to the acquisition of knowledge. 

The change to the epistemological paradigm that it reflects sits ill, however, 

with the inflexibility of the study programmes of many institutions, which 

continue to separate the computer from the teacher (classroom hours vs. 

laboratory hours). It can be suggested that the configuration of the three 

poles of the teaching/learning Process (‘P’) changes when the Space (‘S’) 

that encompasses it is transformed. 

One of the most important contributions of the cybernautical approach is 

that it answers the linguistic needs of different types of learner: the visual, 

the verbal, the global and the sequential, the active and the reflective, the 

extrovert and the introvert. With the cybernautical approach, learners are 
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engaged in significant language activities as well as developing their ability 

to ‘learn to learn.’ 

The communicative approach has made the authentic document its main 

platform; there are no documents more authentic than those found on the 

Internet: newspapers, advertisements, historical documents, tourist and 

gastronomical sites, etc. The immediacy of access to these documents 

makes this technological capacity all the more attractive. 

The teacher is present in all learning spaces: guide to the use of the Internet, 

creator of laboratory exercises, arbiter of language usage, moderator of 

discussions on content, adviser on questions asked through e-mail, manager 

of the different spaces. In the cybernautical approach, the teacher’s 

principal role is to accompany the learner, whether ‘live’ or at a temporal 

and spatial distance. To accompany is to exercise a noble profession. All 

learning is a journey of initiation; if it is the Master who teaches the 

Tradition, it is the Guide who accompanies the novice on his or her journey 

of appropriation of knowledge. 
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Abstract 

E-learning has created opportunities for the students to be independent in their choice of what 

they learn and how they learn.  This paper explores how E-learning may help students to be self-

directed in their learning and some possible advantages and disadvantages of E-learning. 

 

Introduction 

The waves of technology have affected teaching and learning to a great 

extent and its impact can be felt in the classrooms today.   Computers have 

proved their pedagogical worth in the classroom.   Computer and software 

companies produce new teaching and learning software and advertise how 

useful these would be in second language acquisition.  E-learning is 

becoming an interesting area of study in the 21st century.  Electronic 

learning is synonyms with easy learning. Although the internet as a 

technology has been around since 1960s, very few people exploited its 

benefits.  In 1991 the World Wide Web came into existence and in a short 

time it revolutionised teaching and learning.  The mere exposure to 

materials is a first step in creating freedom of thought. 

Historically speaking, when the British colonizers introduced English 

studies to their colonies, their main focus was religion.  This was to control 

and prevent them from resisting, as well as minimize any radical thinking.  

The sectarian curriculum was well designed so as not to introduce radical 
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thinking that could possibly subvert their rule.  Hence, restriction to 

materials and curriculum design was highly political. Revolution in 

technology made it possible for more people to get access to all types of 

information.  This in turn shifted the power away from the  teacher as a 

‘store house of knowledge’ to technology;  students traditionally relied 

mainly on teachers as their source of information but today, direct access to 

information  has empowered learners to be self taught.   E-learning has 

created opportunities for the students to be independent in their choice of 

what and how they learn.  This paper explores how e-learning   may help 

students to be self-directed in their learning, some possible advantages and 

disadvantages of e-learning, and also the present status of e-learning in the 

colleges of technology in Oman. 

Technology and teacher’s approach towards it 

Most of the teachers stick to tried and true traditional   classroom teaching.   

Many are preoccupied with covering the syllabus and they find little time to 

introduce something new in the classroom, such as browsing the net. 

Moreover, students in the technical colleges have fewer internet facilities 

proportional to enrollment numbers; consequently they often form a queue 

to use the net facility.   This being the case, the question that arises is: how 

many students may truly be willing to use the net to develop their language 

skills?  The Computers of the Self-Access Centre in the Colleges of 

Technology are not connected to the World Wide Web.  These computers 

are simply being used for typing and playing some language games, other 

games as well.  How are students encouraged to use internet effectively?  A 

number of researchers have suggested that  while technology has grown by 
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leaps and bounds, the teacher’s use of it often remains minimal, limited to 

simple writing assignments and simple internet searches (Cuban, 2001; 

MacDonald, 2004; Oppenheimer, 1997, quoted by Randall Davis, 2006) 

some have suggested that this is due, in part, to the educators’ limited vision 

of the role of technology in language instruction.  In fact, Garrett (1991,75, 

quoted by Randall Davis) points out   “the use of the computer does not 

constitute a method” it is only a “medium in which a variety of methods, 

approaches, and pedagogical philosophies may be implemented.”  Some 

teachers believe that independent learning cannot take place without the 

help of the teacher. Lamp says, “there is much evidence that independent 

learning is only independent in the sense that it is not taking place in the 

physical presence of the teacher;  however, this does not mean that the 

learner is learning autonomously, with power to make positive decisions 

about what, where and when to learn.” This is because the computer itself 

does not allow students to make decisions. The software effectively 

replaces the teacher and tells the learner exactly what to do next.  It does 

not educate the learner about how to make effective decisions through the 

development of metacognitive knowledge and strategies. 

I would like to focus on the claim that I made in my introduction that 

“computers have shifted the traditional hierarchy of power relation between 

a teacher and student.”  This claim is subtle and also complex.  It does not 

mean that the computer era has made the students autonomous to the degree 

that they no longer need teachers.  It is useful to have a clear understanding 

of what autonomy is. 
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Autonomy 

It is worth mentioning the definitions quoted in Dixon’s “Why have an 

ILC”? The etymology of the word autonomy goes back a long way, to the 

ancient Greek ‘autonomia’. It meant the self-rule of a state or subdivision of 

a state (the Columbia Electronic Encyclopedia).  Its origins are, therefore, 

political.  This has been extrapolated to individuals.  Boud (1981: 22-23) 

suggests: 

“The autonomous person must not only be free from direction by others 

external to himself, but also from his own inner compulsions and rigidities.  

Autonomy is more than acting on one’s own.  It implies responsiveness to 

one’s environment and the ability to make creative and unique responses to 

situations as they arise rather than patterned and stereotypical responses 

from one’s past. So the concept of autonomy in education refers to the 

capacity of an individual to be an independent agent, not governed by 

others”. 

Benson and Voller (1997:1-2, quoted by Dixon) identify five ways in which 

the word autonomy has been used in the literature: 

1.  for situations in which learners study entirely on their own; 

2.  for a set of skills which can be learned and applied to self-directed 

learning; 

3.  for an inborn capacity which is suppressed by institutional education; 

4.  for the exercise of learners’ responsibility for their own learning; 

5.  for the right of learners to determine the direction of their own learning. 

As Boud (1981:23, quoted by Dixon) points out, “autonomy cannot be 

pursued in vacuum: it does not necessitate isolation from the ideas and 
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experiences of others. Its exercise has a social context (…) interdependence 

is therefore an essential of autonomy in action”.  It implies that the students 

are not completely autonomous and the teachers are not totally powerless. 

There is a paradigm shift which has decreased the authority of the teacher 

imposed in the classrooms. 

Then, what is the role of teacher’s function in promoting an autonomous 

learning environment, and how well can autonomy-focused practices be 

assessed in settings where there is a great demand for accountability in 

terms of grades or certification?  Let us narrow this question in the context 

of Oman. Do the language centers promote autonomy learning 

environment?  The learning outcomes clearly suggest that it should be in 

the curriculum outcomes. So the colleges place a great demand for 

accountability in terms of grades and certification.  Students’ final marks in 

the language determine which major is open to them; consequently, the 

focus is more on marks rather than on language learning. Language is a 

skill subject; it needs constant practice and improvement.  When the 

students approach language from the point of view of examination, it 

becomes more teacher-centered than centred around  information sources.  

Learning a language autonomously may be promoted in the following 

ways; 

1. Providing the best environment possible 

2. Minimizing learner’s restrictions 

3. Promoting learner’s awareness 

4. Developing motivation 
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1. Providing the best environment possible 

Self-Access Centres in the colleges of technology can play a major role in 

creating a desirable environment for promoting autonomous or self-directed 

learning. Computer facilities and teacher guided audio and video programs 

may increase the possibility of promoting self-directed learning. Teachers 

could allot one hour per week to take the students to the Self-Access Centre 

to introduce them to the facilities and to show how to use them effectively. 

The teacher would not teach any subject in the SAC but merely facilitate 

and observe the self-directed learning process. 

2. Minimizing learner’s restrictions   

Allowing students to be creative in the classroom is one way of minimizing 

learner’s restrictions.   Introducing learning activities and games that 

involve a lot of creativity from the students would promote innovative 

thought that creates and sustains motivation. As a result, students move 

away from restrictions which may impede the path of learning. Restrictions 

are often imposed by the curriculum and learning outcomes.  There is a 

great demand to account for what happens in the classroom; hence, teachers 

are forced indirectly to restrict the students to perform better in their exams; 

consequently, the focus of the classroom is a curricular task and its outcome 

which is mostly exam-based. 

3. Promoting learner’s awareness 

Inculcating critical thinking is one way of creating a learner’s awareness. 

Learners’ awareness can also be developed by making them focus on the 

strategies they use to learn a language: 

1. How the student uses his physical senses to learn the language 
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2. How he exposes himself to learning situations 

3. How he handles possibilities 

4. How he approaches tasks 

5. How he deals with ideas 

6. How much effort he puts forth everyday 

7. How much attention he gives to his area of interest 

8. The factors that affect his progress 

9.  How to be defensive when recurring distractions occur 

4. Developing motivation 

It is essential to create a basic motivational condition in order to make the 

students focus on values, attitudes, short as well as long term goals related 

to second language learning .  The teacher has to create opportunities to 

maintain the motivation of students.  This can be done by building their 

self-esteem and self-confidence and by providing positive feedback. 

E-learning and English 

A variety of factors decide the success of second language learning, such as 

duration and intensity of the course, characteristics and abilities of teachers, 

appropriateness of the teaching methodology, the quality of the textbook 

and opportunities to practise the second language.  As far as e-learning is 

concerned, there is no restriction on time and the content is global. As study 

is self-directed, it sustains inner motivation and constantly keeps students in 

action.   The amount of knowledge transfer that takes place in the class 

room is limited to the knowledge of the teacher, but e-learning gives a wide 

space wherein students can log onto different websites and collect 
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information, so they can also activate the interest of teachers.  Teachers 

control learning in the classroom, while e-learning gives them scope to 

explore their area of interest and form a new discussion. Wide exposure to 

materials, peer groups and other institutions develops critical thinking.  As 

the students begin to exploit the sources available, they begin to evaluate 

the text critically and express their opinion in class.  This creates space for 

dialogue between teacher and student and student and student. The 

deliberation process provides an opportunity for sharing power between 

teacher and student.  Here the teacher’s role is to evaluate the material and 

to assess the knowledge acquired by the student.   Instead of being in a 

small circle, the students would be involved in a wide circle around the 

world.   At this point, the role of teachers differs from that of the traditional 

role by way of empowerment.     E-learning implies the absence of teachers; 

they are present as learning facilitators rather than the main library source. 

But it is different from classroom structure.   The quality of the texts 

available on the net has global approval.  It is the responsibility of the 

teachers to guide the students to useful web searches to ensure that time is 

not spent in vain searching irrelevant information.  E-learning promotes an 

environment wherein a student exercises his self-direction.  The internet 

language learning software available can make learning fun.  The software 

typically presents students an opportunity to correct their mistakes in a 

timely manner, while the classroom setting is not as responsive to 

individual performance; additionally,   when a student makes a mistake, the 

teacher may not attend to the individual student or the student may hesitate 

because he is shy or afraid of humiliation in the classroom. Unlike the 
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classroom situation e-learning is student friendly. Owen (2006:167) 

suggests “e-learning includes the use of synchronous and asynchronous 

communication, including chat rooms, discussion boards, newsgroups, 

MUDs (Multi User Dungeons) and MOOs (object-oriented MUDs).  The 

benefits of these types of communication include: 

1. The use of the target language for authentic purposes. 

2. Social interaction. 

3. The availability of specific language learning MOOs, MUDs, 

discussion boards, chat rooms, and newsgroups where learners can, for 

example, get immediate answers to language learning questions, or 

feedback on skills such as their writing. 

4. Possible awareness of other cultures. 

5. The use of a range of functions (such as negotiating, explaining, and 

asking for clarification). 

6. A high level of motivation. 

7. A sense of modernity and fun. 

Drawbacks 

1. Training is needed before using tools such as MOOs, MUDs and 

newsgroups. 

2. Logical threads of ‘conversation’ can be lost in synchronous 

communication. 

3. Students  needs to have  good keyboard skills. 

4. A sense of time wasted, since it lacks direction, a topic or task. 

5. Correction is not accurate.” 
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Conclusion 

To conclude, technology has revolutionized teaching and learning in a 

short span of time, but it has not completely replaced the teachers with 

computers.  While implying the absence of teachers, it promotes teachers 

as facilitators. Wide exposure to information has created space for 

dialogue between teacher and student and  student and student. This 

deliberation process provides an opportunity for sharing power between 

teacher and student.  The following may be the reasons why the traditional 

power relation between teachers and students still exists: (1) Methodology 

of Teaching (2) Curriculum design (3) Not having a feasible environment 

for self-directed learning (4) The cultural context of students.  When the 

emphasis is placed more on learner autonomy, it is also essential to 

consider teacher autonomy; as Little says, “teacher autonomy is a 

precondition for learner autonomy.” Learner autonomy can be described 

as the ability to take control of one’s own learning in order to maximize its 

full potential.  Methodology workshops for teachers which incorporate 

elements of autonomy in their process design can encourage teachers to 

become more self-directed in their professional lives and enable them to 

realize the benefits of gradually introducing more learner autonomy into 

their class room. So, a teacher should be innovative and critical in order to 

make the students self-dependent. It becomes clear that learner autonomy 

is not a thing that a teacher can give to a student, but a teacher can create 

an  environment wherein the  student can grow as an independent learner. 

So, learner autonomy and teacher autonomy are interdependent.  It can be 

inferred that e-learning does not replace the teacher or make the teacher 

totally powerless, but it gives more space for the student’s self-directed 
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learning with the  teacher as facilitator.  So, technology plays the role of a 

technical supporter that can offer you information without any 

precondition and shares the power that a teacher traditionally held as a 

source of information. 
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Abstract 

Advancements in computer technology, globalization, and revolution in communication in the 

modern ‘ICE’ (Information Communication and Entertainment) age have contributed to 

significant changes in pedagogical and methodological approaches to language acquisition.  While 

some argue that CALL (Computer-Assisted Language Learning) activities undermine pedagogical 

prerogatives and contextualization thereby causing learning impediments, studies have 

consistently proven that technological exploration of language learning stimulates enthusiasm, 

especially among the new generation that deifies computers.  This paper illustrates the potential of 

word processors that can be exploited in language learning, and discusses challenges involved in 

its design and implementation.  The paper is analytical in nature and does not attempt a value 

judgment on traditional or modern methods of learning.                                                                                                                                                                                                          

National and international network, Wide Area Network (WAN) and Local Area Network (LAN) 

with programmes in Hyper-text Markup Language (HTML) and Virtual Reality Markup 

Language (VRML) have been widely used for instructional purposes today.  The use of electronic 

mail, bulletin boards or discussion forums, and blogs on the Internet, enable learners and teachers 

to access and share information beyond the barriers of time and space. On the other hand, 

instructional use of LANs has introduced the possibility of real-time, synchronous, many-to-many 

written discussion by a whole class or by smaller groups within the class. Both technologies 

underscore a view of learning as a collaborative act that happens in a social and political context, 

with learners and teachers working together in the new medium of networked interaction. 

 

Section 1 

Introduction 

CALL is an approach to language learning and teaching in which computer 

technology is used as an aid to the presentation, reinforcement and 

assessment of material to be learned, usually including a substantial 

interactive element.  CALL is a term that came into favour in the early 

1980s, replacing the older term CALI (Computer-Assisted Language 
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Instruction). The term CALI fell out of favour because it became associated 

with programmed learning, i.e. a teacher-centred rather than a learner-

centred approach that drew heavily on behaviorism. 

There are several irrefutable advantages of CALL, which promotes the 

much sought-after ‘autonomy’ in self-learning.  It was perhaps in the 

1990’s that education started to get affected as a world phenomenon by the 

introduction of word processors in schools, colleges and universities. 

Primarily, it was used for submission of written assignments.  Distance-

learning students and institutes offering language courses find CALL 

exceptionally feasible as the enterprise cuts across the barriers of time and 

space.  Moreover, it is difficult to distance oneself from the cutting-edge 

technology and the versatility computers that  can offer in language 

learning.  This, certainly, has brought the traditional language learning far 

from its earlier methods. 

The History of CALL 

Computers have been used in language teaching since the 1960’s. This 45-

year period can be divided into three main stages: Behaviorist CALL, 

Communicative CALL, and Integrative CALL. Each stage corresponds to a 

certain level of technology and certain pedagogical theories.  If Behaviorist 

CALL of the 1960’s and 1970’s featured repetitive language drills, the so-

called drill-and-practice method, the proponents of Communicative CALL 

of the 1970’s stressed that grammar should be taught implicitly and students 

should be encouraged to generate original utterances instead of 

manipulating prefabricated forms.  The latest stage of Integrative CALL 

around the 1990’s seeks to integrate various skills of language learning 

(listening, speaking, reading and writing) into technology, thereby enriching 

language teaching. To this end, the multimedia-networked computer 

provides a range of informational, communicative, and publishing tools that 
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are potentially available to every student. 

Benefits of CALL 

Research and practice suggest that, when appropriately implemented, 

network-based technology can have several significant advantages.  

Perhaps, the most important advantage is enhanced motivation. Computers 

are most popular among students either because they are associated with 

fun and games, or because they are considered to be fashionable. Student 

motivation is therefore increased, especially whenever a variety of activities 

are offered, which make them feel more independent. Another important 

benefit is experiential learning.  The Internet makes it possible for students 

to tackle a huge amount of human experience. In such a way, they can learn 

by doing things themselves. They become creators and not just receivers of 

knowledge in a ‘global classroom.’  The way information is presented is not 

linear, users develop thinking skills, and choose what to explore.  As a 

result, their education fulfils the need for interdisciplinary learning in a 

multicultural world. 

Furthermore, network-based instruction can help pupils strengthen their 

linguistic skills by positively affecting their learning attitude and by helping 

them build self-instruction strategies and promote their self-confidence 

thereby enhancing achievements. Another advantage of CALL is the 

availability of authentic materials for learning.  All students can use various 

resources of authentic reading materials either at school or from their home. 

Those materials can be accessed 24 hours a day at a relatively low cost.  

Moreover, random access to Web s breaks the linear flow of instruction. By 

sending E-mail and joining newsgroups, EFL students can communicate 

with people they have never met, furthering interaction. They can also 

enhance interaction with their own classmates. And, some Internet activities 

give students positive and negative feedback by automatically correcting 
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their on-line exercises.  Finally, CALL also contributes positively to shy or 

inhibited students who will have greater individualization by student-

centred collaborative learning. ‘High fliers’ can also realize their full 

potential without preventing their peers from working at their own pace. 

Section 2 

Using Word-Processors to Generate Online Assignments 

Since there is a need for longer study time, many language programmes 

cannot provide all the hours necessary to reach an intermediate level of 

English. However, there are other ways to satisfy the study hours these 

students require. One way to assist in meeting this need for more practice is 

automation. In other words, teachers can help students practise through 

computerized practice activities and online testing. There are a number of 

advantages for computerized materials.  

One of the most important benefits is that students can practise anytime 

they desire, provided they have computer access. In addition to versatility, 

students can receive immediate feedback from computerized practice 

materials since they are computerized. Furthermore, using computerized 

materials allows students to work at their own pace. Student can get 

discouraged when the class materials do not address their specific needs. At 

the same time, it is perhaps frustrating for a teacher to manage a class 

containing students with different levels of language competency. But 

computerized practice materials are a solution to this situation by providing 

the students an opportunity to practise at their own pace.  

Although there are many benefits of using computerized materials, there are 

some possible drawbacks too. Possible drawbacks to computerized 

materials are cost and time. Although there are some relatively inexpensive 

online testing programmes, they are not ideal. The teacher must feed in all 

the materials into the programme, framing and designing each question. 
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Many experienced teachers have a plethora of teaching materials saved on 

their computers; however, these materials are difficult to be transferred to 

the testing programme. In other words, the teacher must re-input the data 

that they have already put into a word processor. This is time consuming 

and it would be  wishful thinking at this stage to have a programme that 

could create computerized materials directly from a word processor. 

Another problem with commercially made programmes is that the data 

teachers input is not accessible to other programmes.  

Although taking quizzes while connected to the Internet is motivating, there 

are also some drawbacks. Mello mentions four possible problems with the 

Internet based quizzes. First, the student needs to have an Internet account 

to be able to access the information.  Second, there are problems with the 

Internet itself, that is, the connection is sometimes slow or down.  Thirdly, 

the students have to keep their own score as they check their right and 

wrong answers against the correct answers given.  Finally, the students do 

not know how much time they have spent on each quiz, allowing them to 

judge their performance better . 

Using computerized tests without the Internet can eliminate all of these 

problems. Computerized testing materials can also save time and money 

and at the same time provide for students’ individual needs. Furthermore, 

teachers can reduce their frustration by instructing students to concentrate 

on strengthening their individual weaknesses via computerized materials.  

Having looked at a number of online testing programmes, it is found that 

most of these functions are possible inside the Microsoft (MS) Word 

environment. In other words, MS Word has all the tools necessary to 

produce computerized practice and testing materials. Let us explore some 

simple ways to use the tools available in MS Word. 
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Section 3 

Designing Online Practice Materials Using Forms and Macros 

The basic tools in creating online materials are Forms and Macros. A 

Macro is a series of commands which are performed automatically. A Form 

is a special gizmo that is inserted into a document. They contain options for 

a user to select. For example, a teacher has a short reading piece and some 

multiple choice questions after the reading. One commonly used question is 

demonstrated here. 

Example 1: 

Who is the main character in the story? 

a. Khalid   b. Mohammed  c. Abdullah  d. Salim 

Instead of writing four choices for the students to select or mark on a paper, 

insert a Drop-down Form. When students select this form on the computer 

screen, they will see a drop down box with all of the options. They select 

the correct answer and go to the next question.  

Who is the main character of the story? 

♦  Khalid 

♦  Mohammed 

♦  Abdullah 

♦  Salim 

Thus, Forms take the place of all major question formats: true/false, 

multiple choice, fill in the blank, etc.  With Forms and Macros teachers can 

create online materials that students can use to practise.  

The first step in making online activities is to select the materials to be 

converted. As mentioned earlier, many teachers have practice materials 

which they have made in a word processor. Instead of using them in class or 

for homework, teachers can convert these materials to online activities 

which students can use to suit their individual needs. Modern word 
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processors have converters which transfer materials from one word 

processor to another. If there are no materials which can be converted to MS 

Word, then teachers will have to spend the time inputting the materials. 

These teachers will not save time with this system but they will benefit by 

saving money and retaining versatility. In either case, open MS Word and 

select the materials to be used.  

Next select View from the menu bar. Then select Toolbars, and check 

Forms toolbar from the pull down menu, and press OK. The Forms Toolbar 

appears.  

 

 

 

It contains eight buttons. Row one buttons are Textbox, Check Box, 

Dropdown box, and Form Options. Row two buttons are Table, Frame, 

Shade and Lock. The text button allows students to fill in the blank, and the 

dropdown button lets them select from a list of possible answers, i.e. 

multiple choice. When the online form is completed press the Lock button 

to prevent students from modifying the form.  

Now that the materials are loaded and the Form toolbar is open, begin 

inserting Forms where students will make options or fill in blanks. For 

example, in the following sentence students find and fix the errors. 

 

Example 2: 

Articles – Correct the mistakes in the underlined words (Normal Quiz): 

A books kept on a teachers’ desk are from an America. 

To make this an online form, simply replace the mistakes with Dropdown 
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Forms.  

Select the first mistake (A) and then press the dropdown button. The A is 

replaced with a grey area. Double click on the grey area and the options 

form appears.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Add the answer and distractors in the Items drop-down list. When you 

finish adding the items and distractors, press OK. Follow the same 

procedure for the second error. When all three bookmarks are finished, the 

sentence will look like this:  

Drop-Down Form Field: 

    books kept on      teachers’ desk are from      America. 

For fill in the blank items, select the item to be replaced and insert a Text 

Form. For example, the following sentence contains a blank. Students fill in 

the blank with the correct word. 

 

Example 3: 

Fill in the blanks with the correct form of word in brackets: 

Have you ____________ (finish) the exercise? 

Yes, I’ve ___________ (write) an essay on customs and traditions in Oman. 

To make this an online form, simply replace the blanks with Text forms. 

Select the first blank and then press the Text button. The underline is 
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replaced with a grey area. Double click in the grey area and input an 

indicator word such as ‘NAME’ or ‘VERB’ in all capital letters in the 

‘Default Text’ box. In this example, type ‘FINISH’ as the default text. Next 

press the ‘add help text’ button. Type some instructions on how to answer 

this question in the ‘Type your own’ section. For example, type, ‘Type the 

correct form of the verb. Spelling is important.’  

Then press OK two times. Do the same thing for the second blank. Insert 

‘WRITE’ in the ‘Default Text’ box. When both forms are finished, the 

sentence will look like this:  

Text Form Field: 

Key in correct forms of words. 

Have you finish the exercise? 

Yes. I’ve write an essay on customs and traditions in Oman. 

All that the student needs to do to fill in this ‘blank’ is to click in or tab to 

the grey area and type the correct word form.  

Continue adding forms to replace the items students will select or fill in. 

After you have completed adding all the forms, lock the form by pressing 

on the Lock button on the Forms toolbar. Now that the online document is 

locked, the text cannot be modified. Select File, Save As from the pull 

down menu. Change the ‘Save as Type’ to ‘Template,’ give the file a name 

and press OK.  

Students can now access this template whenever they want to by opening 

MS Word, selecting File, New from the pull-down menu, and selecting the 

template. The online form will open up and the students can begin to 

answer the questions. After they finish the online form, they can print it out 

and hand it in to the teacher for correction, or teachers can create a Macro 
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to auto correct the exercises.  

Creating an online activity does not take long. A typical practice sheet with 

30 questions takes about 15 minutes to create. For teachers with more time 

and interest in providing more assistance, MS Word also allows users to 

insert help texts into every form. 

Precautions 

Make sure that the Forms toolbar is not visible when students do these 

online forms. If it is visible, a student can unlock the form and mess up the 

text. Also, when using drop-down forms, it is important to verify that only 

one answer can possibly be correct.  

Alternatives 

For people who are more adventurous, a number of automatic features can 

be added to these online forms by using Macros. As was mentioned earlier, 

a Macro is a series of commands which are performed automatically. A 

user first makes a Macro for a particular set of commands and from then on 

never has to do them again. Instead of pressing all of the commands, they 

simply activate the Macro and the Macro performs the commands. For 

example, when you write a letter, we can place the date on the left margin, 

and then begin the letter on the next line after leaving double space from the 

left margin. Now it is possible for you to perform these tasks by yourself.  

You would need to:  

1. Press the Left Justified button on the toolbar. 

2. Select Insert, Date, Option from the pull down menu. 

3. Press Enter twice. 

4. Press the Left justified button on the menu toolbar. 

But if I make a Macro, the Macro will do everything for me. To make this 

Macro: 
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1. Select Tools, Macro from the pull down menu. 

2. Enter 'Date' in the Macro name area. 

3. Press Record, and Assign the Macro to the keyboard. 

4. Select a short cut key (Like CTRL + Shift + D) and assign. 

5. Record the Macro and then stop recording. 

To record the Macro, simply perform the task by yourself. Once the Macro 

is recorded, it can be used over and over again. To activate the Macro, 

select Tools, Macro from the pull down menu, select the ‘date’ Macro and 

run. If you want to use the short cut, press CTRL + Shift + D. 

A Macro in a practice online form can automate procedures, such as:  

• Printing a form 

• Checking the form to see how many answers a student got correct 

• Inserting sound bytes 

• converting the online form to an online test 

• Sending the answers of a test to a separate file to record the grade 

Using a Macro in an Online Form 

Incorporating a Macro into an online form is a simple process. The steps 

are: 1) add a Form, 2) make a Macro, and 3) connect the Macro to the 

Form. For example, you want to allow your students to automatically print 

the online form when they finish answering all of the questions.  

Now the first step is to add a Check Box Form at the bottom of the online 

form. Move the cursor to the bottom of the document and press the ‘Check 

Box’ button on the ‘Forms’ toolbar. Beside the checkbox type the word 

“Print”. I would probably add a line separating the online form for the 

automation buttons.  

After making the Checkbox, begin making a print Macro. Select Tools, 
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Macro from the pull down menu. Enter ‘Print’ in the Macro name area, and 

press Record. Don't assign the Macro to anything. Now the Macro is in the 

record mode and will record any buttons you push.  The Macro Record 

toolbar also becomes visible. Press the print button on the toolbar, and then 

press the stop button on Macro Record tool bar. Now the Macro is 

recorded.  

The final step is to connect the Macro to the check box. Double click on the 

check box. Click in the ‘Entry’ box. The print Macro that was previously 

created appears in the window. Select ‘Print’, and press OK.  Now that the 

Macro is connected to the check box, lock the online form and save it. 

When a student opens this practice sheet, they can automatically print it. 

They don’t have to understand how to operate MS Word because the Macro 

does it automatically.  

To check the answers requires a Macro that is created and not recorded, and 

creating a Macro requires some knowledge of Word Basic or Visual Basic. 

There is a Macro available that allows teachers to add a check answers 

Macro and a print Macro to any practice document. There is also a Macro 

to create CLOZE exercises and C Tests. The download location is http://

www.root.or.jp/fltuzi/resource.html.  

Section 4 

Conclusion 

Using MS Word is a fast, easy and inexpensive way to create online practice 

materials and tests. The process of making online materials includes: 

selecting materials to use in an online form, opening the forms toolbar, 

replacing text with either text forms or drop-down forms, locking the online 

form, and saving it as a new template. For institutes who already have a 

copy of MS Word, there is no cost. Using the procedures outlined above, 
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institutions can have an almost unlimited amount of practice materials for 

students to use and learn from at their own pace and during their own free 

time.  

Engaging in CALL is a continuing challenge that requires time and 

commitment. As we entered the 21st century, we realize that technology as 

such is not the answer to all our problems. What really matters is how we 

use technology. Computers can/will never substitute teachers but they offer 

new opportunities for better language practice. They may actually make the 

process of language learning significantly richer and play a key role in the 

reform of a country's educational system. The next generation of students 

will feel a lot more confident with information technology than we do. As a 

result, they will also be able to use the Internet and online materials to 

communicate more effectively, practise language skills more thoroughly 

and solve language learning problems more easily.  This underscores the 

thesis of this paper – the perfect and successful integration of traditional 

and modern approaches to language learning.  
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ABSTRACT 

Class size has become a burning issue in ELT literature and practice. Questions are very 

frequently raised about the optimal class size and the impact of class size on students' achievement 

and attitudes and teacher's practice. The objective of this study is to shed light on the class size in 

the schools of general education and the Colleges of Technology in the Sultanate of Oman. The 

study also aims at finding the factors, which influence teachers' perceptions of large classes. 

Keywords: large class; class size, Colleges of Technology; teachers' perception; pedagogical 

factors; institutional factors, national factors; international factors. 

 

INTRODUCTION  

Teachers' perception of class size varies from one institution to another and 

from one country to another. This variation is a reflection of the 

circumstances each teacher experiences. Teacher's perception of the class 

size and the factors underlying it are eminently important for the diagnosis 

and therapy of the different problems that emerge in a classroom of high 

number of learners. Many studies, for example Coleman (1991), Brian 

(1980), and Burstall (1979), call for more research on these factors in order 

to construct a better understanding of the classroom problematic situation. 

Furthermore, Oladejo (1992) argues that for a better comprehension of the 

large class problem, studies should encounter teachers' opinions by giving 

them rooms in the research tools, e.g. questionnaires, to allow them state 

down their own ideas about the class size. Oladejo, also, suggests that the 

studies should be conducted in the ELT context, which experience the 
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problem and should include the primary and secondary schools. The current 

study attempts to investigate the EL teachers' perception of the class size in 

the Sultanate of Oman, and the factors that influence them. This study sets 

the following questions:  

1. What is the usual class size in the Sultanate of Oman? 

2. What is the EL teachers' perception of the class size? 

3. What are the factors that may influence the teachers' perception of the 

class size? 

4. Does the teaching level determine the factors that influence the 

teacher's perception of the class size? 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

The literature of the class size contains different definitions for what is 

meant by 'large class'. This is due to the different perceptions that teachers 

and researchers hold of the class size and the factors that may influence 

their understanding.   

Hayes (1996, p 115) writes, "there can be no quantitative definition of what 

constitutes a' large' class, as perception of this will vary from context to 

context". It is difficult to define a class size precisely in terms of large and 

small. Wherever figures are given, they depend on the subjectivity of the 

respondents.  Coleman (1991) mentions that EL teachers working in 

Sandakan division of Sabah primary schools in East Malaysia regard 

classes as large when the average reaches 39.6. SEL teachers' view of large 

classes in Pakistan varies between 45 to 120 (Shamim, 1989). In Thailand 
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teachers may consider classes which contain 45 to 55 students as too large 

(Hayes, 1997). Nunan and Lamb (1997) mention that classrooms of more 

than 50 are considered as large. Kumar (1992, p 30) defines the large class 

by saying, “a large class is generally perceived as one which has anything 

between 35 to 100 students”. Further, Brian (1980), states that the actual 

definition of class size presents a further difficulty. He asserts that many 

research results on this area are fruitless because of the exaggerated focus 

given to class size rather than to the whole factors that may affect the 

proficiency of teaching.  

Teachers' perception of the class size varies according to the contexts and 

circumstances of the teaching situation. Hashim (1997) points out that there 

is a strong relationship between teacher's perception of class size and his/

her experience of the usual largest and smallest class size, the school size 

and the educational context in his/her country. Carver (1988) reports that 64 

out of 80 EL teachers took part in a survey found large class as a major 

problem and 5 of them thought that there are solutions available for skilful 

teachers, but 8 of them thought that the problem can not be overcome. 

Burstall (1979) writes that three problems govern the teacher's perception of 

the class size: 1- teachers cannot pay attention to individual pupils, 2- the 

resources are not enough, 3-the students' achievement is low.  

To conclude, the literature indicates that there is no concise definition of 

'large class'. Teachers and educators' perception of large class varies from 

one context to another and is influenced by different factors. 
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RESEARCH METHODOLOGY  

To answer the previously stated questions, the present study implemented a 

questionnaire consisting of 6 questions- see appendix 2. The questionnaire 

asked the participants to write their nationalities, the level they teach, the 

number of students in the largest class they teach, and whether they regard 

it as a large class or not. If the answer is NO then the participant was asked 

to stop at this point. If the answer is YES then s/he was asked to pursue to 

question five. This question contains 15 statements- the possible factors that 

might determine the teachers' perception of the class size. This was 

followed by an open question where participants were asked to state any 

other factors they would like to. In order to encourage participation the 

participants were not asked to write their names or schools.  

One hundred and twelve EL teachers- males and females- teach in the three 

public educational levels- elementary, preparatory and secondary, and in the 

Colleges of Technology in the Sultanate of Oman- participated in 

answering the questionnaire. The schools have been chosen randomly from 

Sumail and Alrustaq. Three Colleges of Technology - Ibra, Nizwa and 

AlMusinaa- were involved. The participants come from 9 different 

nationalities which enrich their background experience. Table 1 below 

displays the number and per cent of the teachers and the levels they teach.  

Table 1 : The number of teachers, in each educational level, participating in 

the study 
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Before administering the questionnaire it had gone through a pilot study, 

which aimed at:  

1. Testing the validity of the questionnaire. 

2. Ensuring that the questionnaire statements are clear. 

3. Ensuring that the statements are suitable for the topic of the study. 

In general, the pilot study tested the reaction toward the content and the 

style of the questionnaire in order to avoid any drawbacks and make it 

likeable to be conducted in real situations. Therefore, seven Omani 

teachers- six university teachers, one teacher trainer, one Colleges of 

Technology ESL teacher were asked to answer the questionnaire and state 

their points of view.  

The participants answered questions 1 to 4 clearly. Their answers to 

question 5 showed confusion and uncertainty. They, also, did not react 

toward the open question. This was related to unclear rubric and some 

typing mistakes. Thus, steps were taken to ensure that the rubric was 

straightforward and the layout of the questions is clear and free of any 

Educational level No. of participating teachers 

Elementary 28 (25%) 

Preparatory 12 (10.7%) 

Secondary 33 (29.5%) 

Technical Colleges 39 (34.8%) 

Total 112 
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typing mistakes.  

ANALYSIS  

The participants teach classes ranging in size between 24 and 45 students 

(mean is 34.5.) as shown in Table 2 below. This class size is smaller than 

many class sizes mentioned in previous studies for example, 45 to 120 

students (Shamim, 1989),  40-59 students (Locastro, 1989) and 37 to 76 

students (Al-Jarif, 2006).  

Table 2: The number of teachers in each level and the range of class size 

they teach. 

As illustrated in table 3 below, 78 (69%) of the participants regard their 

classes as large; 18 (64.3%) elementary teachers, 8 (63.6%) preparatory 

teachers, 24 (72.3%) secondary teachers, and 28% Colleges of Technology 

teachers. On the other hand, 34 (30.4%) of them regard their classes as not 

large. Teachers' perception of large class change according to the number of 

students in the class and the educational level. The participants do not 

regard the class size of 21 to 25 students as a large class, although the 

Class size 

No. of participants 

teaching in Ele-

mentary level 

No. of participants 

teaching  in Pre-

paratory level 

No. of partici-

pants  teaching in 

Secondary level 

No. of participants 

teaching  in  Colleges 

Technology 

21-25 2 1 - 1 

26-30 7 1 - 20 

31-35 3 7 18 16 

36-40 5 3 11 2 

41-45 11 - 4 - 

Total 28 (25%) 12 (10.5 %) 33 (29.5%) 39 (35%) 
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number of participants who teach within this class range is small i.e. 2 

elementary teachers, 1 preparatory teacher and 1 College of Technology 

teacher. Participants regard a class as large when students' number ranges 

between 26 and 30. The teachers of the Colleges of Technology are more 

concerned with the class size at this range where 60% of them regard it as 

large and 40% regard it as not large. In the elementary level, only 14% of 

the participants regard it as large. In the preparatory level, 1 participant 

teaches within this class range and considers it a large class. Regarding 

class size ranging between 31 to 35 students, 94% of Colleges of 

Technology teachers regard it as a large class, while the elementary, 

preparatory and secondary teachers' perceptions diverge, 50% regard it as a 

large class and 50% regard it as not a large class. All the participants of 

elementary, preparatory, secondary and Colleges of Technology regard 

class size ranging between 36 and 40 and 41 and 45  a large class. 

Level 
Elementary 

28 (25%) 

Preparatory 

11 (9.8%) 

Secondary 

33 (30.5%) 

T College 

39 (34.8%) 

Class 

size 

Large Not 

large 

Large Not 

large 

Large Not 

large 

Large Not 

large 

21- 25 - 2 - 1 - - - 1 

26- 30 1 6 1 - - - 11 9 

31- 35 2 1 4 3 9 9 15 1 

36- 40 5 - 3 - 11 - 2 - 

41- 45 10 1 - - 4 - - - 

Total 18 
(64.3%) 

10 
(35.7%) 

8 
(63.6%) 

4 
(36.4%) 

24 
(72.7%) 

9 
(27.3%) 

28 

(72%) 

11 

(28%) 
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Table 3: The number of teachers who regard their classes as large and those 

who regard them as not large in each level and range of class size. 

As in table 4 below, the most frequent factor among the three levels that 

makes participants think that their classes are large is that participants think 

that the students' achievement is low (elementary 83%, preparatory 75%, 

secondary 67%, College of Technology 71%, total 73%). Other frequent 

factors are those relate to classroom practice i.e. use of modern teaching 

media and methods, classroom management and students’ discipline. The 

physical challenge in terms that the teacher becomes very tired at the end of 

the class, also contributes to teachers' perception of large class.  

This means that teachers' perceptions are influenced mainly by their 

concerns with the success of teaching. This view is supported by the fact 

that the factors participants added in the open ended question focus on 

classroom practice, students' involvement and success of teaching:  

• Teachers can not pay individual attention to learners especially the 

slower ones (40%). 

• The teacher can not make all learners participate in the classroom 

discussion (29%). 

• It is difficult for the teacher to check learners' work during the class 

(18%). 

• It is difficult to conduct pair and group work (7%). 

• It is difficult to teach pronunciation and writing  (2%). 

• The teacher can not cover the syllabus within the given period of time 
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(2%). 

• High flier learners feel bored (2%). 

This finding agrees with results of the previous studies. For example, 

Thomas (2001) finds that program teachers, administrators, and parents 

asserted that smaller classes helped in individualizing instruction, 

decreasing discipline problems, and better monitoring of student progress. 

Table 4: the most frequent factors that influence teachers' perceptions of 

class size. 

Teachers' perceptions are also influenced by local, national and 

international factors. At the institute level, as classified in table 5 below, 

The Factor 
Elemen-

tary 
Prep. Secondary 

College of 

Technol-

ogy 

Total 

Because I think the students' 

achievement is low 

15 (83 %) 6 (75 %) 16 (67 %) 20 (71 %) 57 (73 %) 

Because the number of stu-

dents constraints me from 

using modern teaching media 

and methods 

15 (83 %) 4 (50 %) 14 (58 %) 19 (67.8%) 52(67 %) 

Because I have problems in 

teaching this big number of 

students 

15 (83 %) 1 (12 %) 10 (42 %) 10 (36 %) 38 (49%) 

Because the students' disci-

pline is difficult to achieve 

14 (78 %) 1 (12 %) 7 (29 %) 11 (39 %) 33 (42 %) 

Because I become very tired 

at the end of the class 

14 (78 %) 1 (12 %) 8 (33 %) 7 (25 %) 30 (38 %) 

Because the classroom is 

crowded and I have no way to 

move around 

11 (61 %) 1 (12 %) 7 (29 %) 8 (29 %) 27 (35 %) 
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teachers' perceptions are impacted by other class sizes in the institute, 

students’ opinions and colleagues' opinions.  

Table 5: the local factors that influence teachers' perception of class size. 

Teachers at the elementary level influenced by parents' opinions as 17% 

regard their classes large because the students' parents complain that the 

class size is large. Interestingly, non of preparatory, secondary and College 

teachers selected this factor. May be parents with children in the 

elementary level are more concerned with their children's education and 

establish contacts with their children's teachers than parents who have 

children at the other levels.  

Nationally, teachers' perceptions are influenced by ideas about policy and 

practices in other schools as explained in table 6. Teachers asserted that it 

was the Ministry's policy to make class of large size. They also thought 

that there are smaller classes in other schools/colleges. 

The Factor 
Elemen-

tary  
Prep. Secondary 

College of 

Technology 
Total 

Because all the classes in this 
school/college are large. 

7 (39 %) - 3 (12 %) 5 (18 %) 15 

(19 %) 

Because the students complain that 
their class is large 

6 (33 %) - - 3 (11 %) 10 

(13 %) 

Because there are smaller classes in 
this school/college 

1 (5 %) 1 (12 %) 1 (4 %) 3 (11 %) 6 

(8 %) 

Because other teachers think that it 
is a large class 

3 (17 %) - 1 (4 %) 1 (4 %) 5 

(6 %) 

Because the school/college admini-
stration think the class size is large 

2 (11 %) - 1 (4 %) 2 (7 %) 5 

(6 %) 
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Table 6: the national factors that influence teachers' perceptions of class 

size. 

Internationally, participants think that in many countries the class sizes are 

smaller (17% elementary, 25% preparatory, 12% secondary and 29% 

Colleges of Technology).  

There are also logistic factors that influence teachers' perception of class 

size namely, "the class furniture is not enough", (2%).  

CONCLUSION AND DISCUSSION 

The findings of this study regarding the class size and teachers' perception 

support Hayes' (1996) who asserts that perception of a 'large class' varies 

from one context to another. In terms of class size, in the Omani 

elementary, preparatory and secondary schools and in the Colleges of 

Technology that are involved in the current study, class size ranges between 

25 and 45 learners (mean is 33.5). This class size is smaller than many class 

sizes involved in previous studies for example, 45 to 120 students (Shamim, 

1989),  40-59 students (Locastro, 1989) and 37 to 76 students (Al-Jarif, 

2006).  

The participating EL teachers' perception of large class differs according to 

The Factor 
Elemen-

tary  
Prep. Secondary 

College  of Tech-

nology 
Total 

Because it is the Ministry’s pol-

icy to make the classes large in 

size 

6 (33 %) 1 (12 %) - 3 (11 %) 10 

(13 %) 

Because there are smaller classes 

in other schools/colleges 

3 (17 %) 2 (25 %) 3 (12 %) 4 (14 %) 12 

(15 %) 
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the level they teach. While all participants agree that a class ranging 

between 21 and 25 students is not large, their views differ afterward. The 

general education (elementary, preparatory and secondary) teachers do not 

regard classes ranging between 26 and 30 as large classes, while the 

majority (60%) of Colleges of Technology teachers regard it as a large 

class. Then, all the participants (elementary, preparatory, secondary, and 

Colleges of Technology) regard classes of more than 36 students as large 

classes. This perception does not agree with the findings of Coleman (1991) 

that the ideal class size for ESTs working in the Sandakan division of Sabah 

in East Malysia may have 15 to 40 pupils, and with (Shamim 1989) 

findings that ES teachers in Pakistan regard a class as large when the 

number of learners range between 45 and 120.  

The present study agrees with the previous studies that there is a 

relationship between teacher's perception of class size and his/her 

experience of the largest and smallest class size, the school size and the 

educational context in his/her country (Hashim, 1997) and that teacher's 

perception of the class size is influenced by teachers capability of paying 

attention to individual pupils, the resources available and reduction in 

students' achievement (Burstall, 1979). The present study finds out that 

teachers' perceptions are influenced in addition to their beliefs about 

classroom practice and students achievement by their colleagues, students, 

national community and international practices. 

Nevertheless, the factors i.e. students' achievement, classroom management, 
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international, national and institutional, that influence teachers' perception 

of the class size are worth further study. As Goettler-Sopko (1990) 

mentions, class size is a complex problem that depends on many factors. 

"The central theme that runs through the research literature is that 

academic achievement does not necessarily improve with the reduction of 

student/teacher ratio unless appropriate learning styles and effective 

teaching styles are utilized. It is also evident that no single class size is best 

for all grade levels and all subject areas" (Al-Jarif, 2006 p 13). Thus, the 

current study recommends that further studies should be conducted to 

investigate the existence of the factors expressed by these participants 

taking in consideration the following points:  

1. Any forthcoming study should increase the number of participants.  

2. Various experimental tools and techniques should be used including 

direct observation in classroom and document analysis. 

3. The effect of class size on learners' achievement is a topic that needs 

further studies to be sure of. 
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APPENDIX 1   

 

 
No 

 

The Factor 

 

Elementary 

  

 

Prep. 

 

Secondary 

 

College of 

Technology 

 

Total 

1 Because I think the students' 
achievement is low 

15 (83 %) 6 (75 %) 16 (67 %) 20 (71 %) 57 

(73 %) 

2 Because the number of stu-
dents constraints me from using 

modern teaching media and 
methods 

15 (83 %) 4 (50 %) 14 (58 %) 19 (67.8%) 52 

(67 %) 

3 Because I have problems in 
teaching this big number of 

students 

15 (83 %) 1 (12 %) 10 (42 %) 10 (36 %) 38 (49%) 

4 Because the students' discipline 
is difficult to achieve 

14 (78 %) 1 (12 %) 7 (29 %) 11 (39 %) 33 

(42 %) 

5 Because I become very tired at 
the end of the class 

14 (78 %) 1 (12 %) 8 (33 %) 7 (25 %) 30 

(38 %) 

6 Because the classroom is 
crowded and I have no way to 

move around 

11 (61 %) 1 (12 %) 7 (29 %) 8 (29 %) 27 

(35 %) 

7 Because in many countries the 
class sizes are smaller 

3 (17 %) 2 (25 %) 3 (12 %) 8 (29 %) 16 

(20 %) 

8 Because all the classes in this 
school/college are large. 

7 (39 %) - 3 (12 %) 5 (18 %) 15 

(19 %) 

9 Because there are smaller 
classes in other schools/

colleges 

3 (17 %) 2 (25 %) 3 (12 %) 4 (14 %) 12 

(15 %) 

10 Because it is the Ministry policy 
to make the classes large in 

size 

6 (33 %) 1 (12 %) - 3 (11 %) 10 

(13 %) 

11 Because the students complain 
that their class is large 

6 (33 %) - - 3 (11 %) 10 

(13 %) 

12 Because there are smaller 
classes in this school/college 

1 (5 %) 1 (12 %) 1 (4 %) 3 (11 %) 6 

(8 %) 

13 Because other teachers think 
that it is a large class 

3 (17 %) - 1 (4 %) 1 (4 %) 5 

(6 %) 

14 Because the school/college 
administration think the class 

size is large 

2 (11 %) - 1 (4 %) 2 (7 %) 5 

(6 %) 

15 Because the students' parents 
complain that the class size is 

large 

3 (17 %) - - - 3 

(4 %) 
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The teachers' responses to the 15 factors that may influence their 

perceptions of the class size. 

 

APPENDIX 2   

THE QUESTIONNAIRE  

THIS QUESTIONNAIRE IS ONLY USED FOR STUDY PURPOSE, AND 

NOTHING WILL BE USED AGAINST ANY PARTICIPANT. 

DO NOT GIVE YOUR NAME.  

THIS QUESTIONNAIRE IS ONLY ON ONE .  

1- What type of educational institute you are teaching at? ( e.g. 

elementary , prep, secondary school, College of Technology) 

             ------------------------------------------------ 

2- What is your nationality?  

             ---------------------------------- 

3- How many students are there in the largest class you teach?  

            ----------------------------------- 

4- Do you regard this as a large class?  

YES/NO (please, circle the appropriate answer) (If yes, please 

answer the following questions) 

5- Why do you think it is a large class?  

(to answer this question, please put a tick, only, as appropriate to 

you against each statement in the following) 
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No The reason 
Your 

choice 

1 Because I have problems in teaching this big number of 

students. 

  

2 Because there are smaller classes in this school/colleges.   

3 Because there are smaller classes in other schools/colleges.   

4 Because the classroom is crowded and I have no way to 

move around 

  

5 Because it is the Ministry policy to make the classes large.   

6 Because all the classes in this school/college are large.   

7 Because other teachers think it is a large class.   

8 Because the students complain that their class is large.   

9 Because the number of students constraints me from using 

modern teaching media and methods. 

  

10 Because the students' parents complain that the class is 

large. 

  

11 Because the school/college administration thinks the class 

size is large. 

  

12 Because in many countries the class sizes are smaller .   

13 Because I think the students' achievement is low.   

14 Because I become very tired at the end of the class.   

15 Because the students' discipline is difficult to achieve.   

6-Please, use the following space to state any other reasons you would like 

to add; 

………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………… 
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ABSTRACT 

 “We TRAINED HARD . . . . . but it seemed that every time we were beginning to form up into 

teams, we would be reorganized . . . . I was to learn later in life that we tend to meet any new 

situation by reorganizing, and what a wonderful method it can be for creating the illusion of 

progress while producing confusion, inefficiency, and demoralization.”  [Petronius Arbiter - 210 

BC] 

Are we doomed to repeat the same organization faux pas over and over again?  Does this remind 

us of what was said by ancient Greeks like Petronius above or of a lesson to be learned from the 

Myth Sisyphus who was doomed to rolling the rock up the mountain over and over again? 

An escape from this vicious ESL policy development cycle may lie in questioning some core 

instructional assumptions, such as: 

(a) Replacing westernized texts with authentic Omani texts will greatly enhance student English 

proficiency 

(b) The difference gap between what stakeholders want; specifically, that of the Ministry and 

many Instructors is irreconcilable. 

(c) Possible incongruence in the system’s Curriculum Philosophy is not that important 

 

LEARNING OUTCOMES FOR OMAN CURRICULUM 

The rhetoric negating the relevance of the Education Ministry’s Learning 

Outcomes meaningful alternatives proposed, just the notion that the 

outcomes are beyond students reach and that the resource material does not 

fit.  There seems to be a common belief among ESL Instructor, that 

Curriculum Development, like what Petronious says, is merely shuffling 

chairs on the ship’s deck.  How do we address this tension?  A genuine 
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exploration will require that we revisit our basic assumption.  Our 

assumptions are the windows to our world, at time it is prudent to take them 

out, scrub them off, and look at our educational actions to see if sufficient 

behavior is accounted for.  Now would appear the time to cleave the 

domain of ignorance with the sword of discrimination.  A few pertinent 

assumptions to examine might be: 

(a) Replacing westernized texts with authentic Omani texts will greatly 

student English proficiency. 

(b) The difference gap between what stakeholders want; specifically, that 

of the Ministry and many ESL Instructors is irreconcilable. 

(c) Possible incongruence in the system’s Curriculum Philosophy is not 

that important. 

Sultan Qaboos University is embarking on developing authentic Omani 

texts (ESL Conference 2007); however, little has been said publicly about 

the focus of this development other than the notion is to use authentic 

topics.  A helpful question to pose might be: What relationship will these 

texts have to ESL instruction?  If the Ministry follows the literature trend on 

instructional philosophy, and shifts from discrete subjects to an integrated 

skills approach, any new text material would be considerably different than 

any existing text formats.  Typically, an integrated language approach 

follows from reading text through verbal interchanges to writing.  This 

notion acquires skill first by experiencing the written text formats through 

text models, exposure to new vocabulary in context, and literary or 

deciphering devices (Vocabbusters SAT: Make Vocabulary Fun, 

Meaningful, and Memorable; The Master Mind Memory Technique: Better 

Recall; Marc Hoberman’s Power Memorization).  The communicative 

approach with its co-operative learning formats permit the student to live 
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the spoken language while extending his/her literary and written language 

tools.  Reading shows how to retrieve a powerful knowledge storage (other 

people knowledge and experience) using specific deciphering strategies, 

example relationship of ideas i.e. time order, cause and effect, compare and 

contrast, etc.  Writing permits the student to use these same tools for 

recording and storing ideas for later retrieval or for other’s use.  The verbal 

and auditory skills speaking and listening, is the electricity that permits the 

reading and writing appliances to function.  Cooperative learning strategies 

merely organize and optimize the everyday conversational dynamics that 

make any communications authentic and relevant.  Authentic text may 

provide a better topical context for language training and perhaps heighten 

student interest as well as probably facilitate learning by having language 

acquisition with at least familiar information (content) verses new content.  

Of course this will reduce the overall goal of familiarizing students to 

western cultures.  That being said, and in the light of the tremendous 

resources expended to achieve authentic text, we may wish to ensure we 

thoroughly question the assumption that this shift would sufficiently impact 

to effect significant improvement in expected learning outcomes.  

Additionally, not only this assumption but also we may wish to ensure that 

there has been sufficient scrutiny about the assumption regarding the role of 

text in language instruction.  Although authentic text can easily address the 

readability factor as can the selection process for commercial ESL 

instruction texts, the instruction approach to language, and particularly ESL 

instruction may be a core issue in and of itself.  Many text with their 

prescriptive exercises, promote a ‘big jug – little mug theory’ even if the 

instructor applies cooperative learning strategies.  If the instruction 

philosophy is based on the notion that earning is about an instructor pouring 
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information into empty vessels (the learner).  If the new authentic texts 

perpetuate this style of reading where learners merely practice static 

comprehension it may generate better-regurgitated responses from learners, 

but it is not likely that the overall range of learning outcomes will improve.  

Language is a dynamic process not static.  It needs to be interactive.  Also, 

instructing reading without appropriate linkage with speaking, listening and 

writing mitigates real learning.  Reading, whether authentic text or 

westernized text, provides the milieu for speaking, listening, and writing. 

We read to write.  This is where we gain our vocabulary, our structure 

models, and conversational dialogues (Integrated Teaching, Integrated 

Testing: Making The Transition).  Indeed, we need to analyze language in 

parts to identify the skills or outcomes required for instruction; however, 

the learning strategies are like prisms that stratify thinking processes that 

are demonstrated in behavior and actions.  Reading, for example, is all 

about deciphering techniques.  One technique area in reading deciphers text 

through relationship of ideas (Gerald Duffy, et al.).  To do this, the learner 

may be taught how to identify key patterns that use signal words and 

phrases that signal a change in idea or condition, such as time order, 

comparison/contrast, and cause/effect, and conditional.  An interactive 

approach focuses, as much on pre-reading as it does actually deciphering 

the reading text.  For example, an interactive strategy called Sort and 

Predict (Reaching for Higher Thought, Gabriele Rico) has learners, prior to 

reading, categorizing key vocabulary words (e.g. comparison words and 

phrases) and predicting what questions will be answered in the text.  First, 

we would select a text that adequately demonstrates a deciphering 

technique such as comparison and contrast.  In Sort and Predict, the 

speaking and decision-making during the categorization has the learners 
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using prior knowledge (a case for authentic text) and linking what they 

know to what others working in their co-operative group. Learners make 

educated guesses about what they are likely to learn from the text they will 

read. In the final analysis, all prescriptive text authentic or from westernized 

publishers, at their best is merely a resource to the instructional process.  If 

one buys the argument that instructional processes have the greatest 

potential for impacting learning outcomes, then instructional training in co-

operative learning that integrates skills and resources such as text is likely 

to have more immediate impact than production of authentic texts. 

Of course, co-operative learning is predicated on a scope of learning 

outcomes.  Firstly, it appears that somehow the Ministry’s attempt to 

articulate learning outcomes in which a government has clear expectations 

of basic results from the learning processes it finances would appear to be 

invasive.  Interestingly, many western education systems have learning 

outcomes mandated by stakeholders, whether that be government, business, 

or the learners themselves.  The stakeholders for sometime have been quite 

vociferous in wanting to know, what can expected for the time and 

resources expended.  The educators have taken on this challenge.  Support 

for Outcome Based Education paradigm gains support in that many 

Educational Institutions proudly promote and advertise what the consumer 

can expect to achieve from their programs. This notion of looking at the end 

result and then developing a skill acquisition process to achieve that end 

arose in the Western USA Universities some 30 years ago (Education 

Commission of the States. "Outcome-based" education: An overview”), and 

continues to hold prominent stage in Curriculum Design literature; 

consequently, it is perplexing to see elements of resistance to a paradigm or 

approach to delivery that seems to be reliable. 
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Let us look at this issue of learning outcomes a little closer.  Educational 

sources related to the Oman Ministries have been proposing learning 

outcomes for speaking, listening, reading, writing, and general study skills.  

Whenever the topic is raised among instructor groups, the primary reaction 

seems to on the giants in the Promised Land not on the grapes the size of 

melons.  It is believed the attainment of these outcomes in the time 

allotments is the only issue here. Perhaps a stalemate on this issue is in how 

we view the issue.  In his notion of his ‘Law of Polarity’ Alfred North 

Whitehead, father of Process Philosophy (Process and Reality, 

www.angelfire.com/md2/timewarp/whitehead.html) extensively used as a 

philosophic foundation in both education and therapeutic circles.  It is a 

useful framework to explore ideal logical challenges. His claim is that the 

tension between potentiality and actuality is inevitable.  For example, the 

dynamic tension between policy (rule-making) and execution (delivery) is 

inevitable; however, those of us that have worked in larger organization 

may attest to this.  On the other hand, there are also times of organizational 

integration in even the Oman System, where goal-setting and actions are 

well synchronized producing positive results (McCormick, Robert, 

Graduate Thesis – Policy Governance, 1978).  Is it exaggerating to describe 

the current system seems to be running as smooth as a car on square wheels.  

When that happens, its time to go to the windows of our world, our 

assumptions, scrub them off, and revisit the premises supporting what we 

do.  There are many issues.  Is it really our intent to teach English as a 

Second Language at the Colleges of Higher Technology? What student 

mastery level might be given the time frames and instructional culture 

provided? Perhaps current tensions can move to a more creative and 

exciting expression, if the stakeholders are willing to risk this dialogue.  
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This requires we take a journey into our curiosities on the airplane of our 

intuition.  The risk is likely to be rewarding, in that we may just find some 

unexpected wonders and unexpected and creative possibilities; however, are 

the stakeholders genuinely willing and ready to take this ‘leap of faith’ and 

risk vested interests in exchange for growth?  The risk is high but the 

potential rewards are great. 

First of all, the fundamental question might be: Is ESL the kind of English 

we are actually wanting to teach?  Dr. Sulieman states that Higher Colleges 

of technology are preparation for more advanced Post Secondary 

Institutions (Ibra College ESL Lecture, April 2007).  In other words, 

teaching English Special Purpose (ESP) appears to actually be the mandate 

for the Colleges of Higher Technology.  If that were the case, what does 

this imply?  Is the notion of English For A Special Purpose reflected in any 

proposed learning outcomes?  What seem quite evident is that what is 

expected is not the conversational English many TESOL and Instructors 

without formal Education Training bring to the College.  Many Instructors, 

if not most, come to the Oman Colleges expecting to teach how to speak 

English.  Those trained in TESOL, for example, have a wonderful range of 

strategies based on a communicative style on instruction.  Those with non-

educational degrees may not have formalized ESL training but expect to 

rely on how they acquired their mother tongue from their educational 

system; hence, instructors entering this are not recruited because of ESP 

backgrounds, especially in technical instruction. Additionally, many 

TESOL Instructors often come from countries were conversational English 

was the approach, and expect some similarity to what they have been doing 

elsewhere.  Let me use reading as my example.  Assigning Instructors to 

teaching reading skills, for example, is somewhat like throwing non-
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swimmers into a deep pool and expecting them to swim to shore.  Even if 

these Instructors are the best of readers themselves, it does not mean they 

can articulate the deciphering the scope and sequence literacy skills, as well 

as learning strategies used for reading texts.  These well-educated people 

from varied backgrounds are a wonderful resource.  The additional 

specialized teaching skills to extend what they already practice are not 

rocket science, and are an expectation of traditional Educators.  In even 

business, most large companies orient and train their employees to their 

specific work culture, why not do this with ESL Instructors.  Why not 

invest in these people.  In fact, integrated skill teaching (reading to write) 

verses subject teaching discussed above illustrates how Instructors with 

TES0L and/or with non-education degrees have a lot of Instructor potential 

as Guides to Learning.  It is all about creating learning experiences not 

lectures (Cooperative Learning Strategies Applied in the Language 

Classroom/Reading Strategies and Instructional Activities/ Project Based 

Learning ).  The College system may want to least offer orientations, 

workshops, and sample lesson plans, etc. to develop Instructors.  Imagine 

the impact of professional development of instructors. Those recruited to 

instruct indeed have their expectations violated, in that what and how they 

are to instruct is different from the College Programs.  Even though this 

appears self-evident, the recruitment push still seems towards people with 

TESOL background.  Given this System bias, it would seem prudent for the 

College System: 

(a) Maintain a blend of backgrounds but spend the time to orient and train 

those instructors entering the system to key elements of a traditional 

language arts educational training 

(b) Recruit more instructors with language arts education training, 

especially in key positions 
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(c) Shift towards a TESOL pedagogy, and adjust to that format 

Interestingly enough, even the new curriculum development initiatives still 

imply ESP (English Special Purpose), that is English that prepares students 

to function in more specialized education settings e.g. S.Q.U.  The 

College’s still profess academia, which has not changed; however, the 

instructional decision-making does not appear to reflect academia.  For 

example, imagine failing a student on a quiz because that Beginner ESL 

student who committed several samples of written paragraph formats to 

memory, and, amazingly, was able to recall and correctly write a required 

product in response to the quiz question.  Failing the student was done, 

despite reference to the preponderance of literature that recognizes 

memorization as a totally legitimate learning strategy in early phases of 

language acquisition.  The failure was on the basis that it wasn’t original 

writing.  As if this were not sufficiently perplexing, the actual language 

instruction on writing was all about memorizing various paragraph formats 

models e.g. comparison, graphs, etc.  To our knowledge, neither originality 

nor creativity skill instruction are actually taught as skills (On Creativity 

and Thinking Skills).  Imagine the “confusion, inefficiency, and 

demoralization” of various stakeholders.  If personal preference and bias are 

the basis of decision-making over the evidence of literature, then we cannot 

surely profess the environment to be academic.  Commitment to academia 

or lack thereof may indeed contribute to some of the tension between policy 

and implementation.  In short, expectations about professional decision-

making, as well as people being recruited for something different for which 

they are prepared violate expectations.  Perhaps! 

Finally, the lack of parallel between the prescribed text and how well these 
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texts facilitate instruction is an obvious curricular incongruence.  Failure to 

address this assumes that such a discrepancy is not that important and has 

little impact on instruction.  I beg to differ.  On the one hand, the problem 

with the existing prescribed texts may not just be in its readability level but 

also the relevance of the texts as an actual teaching device.  The content of 

these texts certainly orient Omani students to USA mainstream culture.  

Even the type of English contracted with Instructors is American English.  

Interestingly, the prescribed texts are void of any reference to Arab let alone 

Omani culture, and focus entirely on USA topics, albeit a somewhat 

outdated version of American culture.  We might ask whether learning 

about USA culture while acquiring English, especially as ESL Beginners, is 

a tenable task, given the vast cultural divide between Oman culture and the 

US culture.  The move to authentic resource materials at SQU certainly 

suggests the University does not believe the timing of US orientation is 

tenable. The educational processes used at the colleges would in and of 

themselves orient student to western learning and instructional style.  For 

example, an unforgettable and somewhat humorous phrase I take back to 

Canada is “help me teacher, help me teacher?”  Can you see in your minds 

eye the student standing there with fingers clinched and pointing upward?  

Omanis are great negotiators and students come to the colleges believing 

everything even grades are totally negotiable.  It is not a mind set of deceit 

but rather that a business decision.  Omanis have centuries of negotiating 

with traders since there is not a wide variety of natural resource.  It is a 

shock for students to discover that learning performance indicators are not 

negotiable.  By the time students complete the Foundation and Post 

Foundation Programs, many become fully aware that negotiating their 

grade is not an acceptable discussion.  Additionally, just the exposure on a 
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daily basis to western style English Instructors will orient students to 

western culture and customs.  Should we expect more exposure to western 

culture and customs than this, especially at this level of their language 

instruction?  I think not! 
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1Example of an Integrative Instructional Strategy 

1. Select a text that demonstrates the specific deciphering technique you 

wish to teach (our example is relationship of ideas – comparison and 

contrast).  The text should also be suitable as a listening text. 

2. Choose twenty image producing words that are associated with a 

comparison 

3. Sort the words into five categories, choosing one unique category 

possibly one that strongly reflects the main comparative idea of the 

entire text. 

4. Predict what the text will be about based on the dialogue and learner 

knowledge of the twenty words 

5. Share unique categories and others 

6. In each small group, one student reports back on the categories, two 

students on their team’s predictions. 

7. Reflect on the comparative language circulating around collaborative 

thinking, highlighting the key comparative words and phrases used. 

8. In this particular strategy, the instructor reads to class the text with due 

stress on the comparative language. 

9. Provide copies of the text for all class members. Discuss as a class, how 

student predictions were or were not confirmed, and how comparative 

signals were helpful. 

10. Students, in their small groups, complete a sentence comparison 

exercise.  Discuss answers as a class identifying how the comparative 

signals point to change of idea. 

11. Provide a topic and write, as a class, a paragraph using comparative 

language.  Make references back to paragraphs in the comparative text 

as a model. 
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12. Have students select a comparative topic (or provide a single one, 

depending on Language Proficiency Level of Class), and work with a 

partner to write a paragraph. 

13. Using ‘Jig Saw Strategy’, have pairs evaluate each other’s paragraph 

(use rubric). 
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Abstract 

This paper focuses on the cohesive devices that bind the text and how teachers can help the 

students understand the underlying structures that constitute a well-formed text. This paper also 

gives a textual analysis of a passage which demonstrates how the awareness of linguistic devices 

that bind the text helps students comprehend the text better. 

 

1.0 Introduction 

Students find it difficult to comprehend a written text.  Teachers can help 

students understand the underlying structures that constitute a well-formed 

text.  ‘Text analysis’ is the approach of analyzing a text by looking at the 

linguistic features. The two major concepts of textual analysis are 

coherence (interprets context of the situation) and cohesion (elements used 

to bind the text).  If teachers can demonstrate links in the use of 

grammatical references, like the personal references, demonstrative 

references and conjunctions as well as unravel the lexical elements in the 

form of synonyms, antonyms, hyponyms, metonyms and the use of 

collocations, the students would be adequately equipped to understand the 

meaning of a text.  The textual analysis of the passage (Appendix 1) is 

given below, taking into consideration the cohesive devices that bind the 

text. 

2.0   Cohesive links 

Links that bind a text and give it a texture are termed cohesive links (Brown 

and Yule, 1983:191).  They are in the form of Reference, Ellipsis, 
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Substitution, Conjunction and Lexical Cohesion as stated below for the text 

chosen. 

2.1 Reference  

Items that indicate from where the information is to be retrieved in a text 

are known as References.  They are of the following types: 

2.1.1 Exophoric reference 

The reference where the interpretation lies outside the text is termed as 

exophoric reference (Brown and Yule, 1983:192; McCarthy, 1991:4). ‘The 

shrines at Kamakura’ in line 2, suggest the location and the type of place.  

Furthermore we have two English names ‘Jack and Ruth’ in line 3, and they 

are in the vicinity of the ‘shrines’ as is the ‘fortune –teller’, mentioned in 

line 1 of the passage. 

Line 15 refers to “Lonely American soldiers on leave” and ‘died in Korea’ 

in line 16, alludes to war in the past.  In line 21, ‘they’ allude to plural 

number, suggesting that many people earn their living by telling fortune in 

that part of the world.   Naming one of the birds ‘Joe’ in line 13 suggests 

the fortune-teller’s familiarity with foreigners on which they depend. 

2.1.2 Endophoric reference 

Endophoric references refer to the cohesive links present in the text (Brown 

and Yule, 1983:192).  They are as follows: 

A. Personal reference 

It is a means of referring to relevant persons and object Halliday and Hasan 

(1976:43). These references can be cataphoric or anaphoric.  A cataphoric 

reference looks forward in the text for interpretation and an anaphoric 

reference looks backwards (McCarthy, 1991:41, 36).  The personal 

references in the first paragraph refer to the ‘fortune-teller’ mentioned in 

line1 and which cataphorically refer to “an emaciated elderly man” in line 

2.  There are two immediate anaphoric references in the possessive ‘his’ in 

line 1 and the object pronoun ‘him’ in line 3. The use of ‘The’ in line 4 is a 
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cohesive device as it refers to the fortune-teller in line 1.  This sets up a 

chain of cohesive devices again with ‘his’ in line 4 and ‘the’ in line 10.   

‘He’ in line 10 refers to the old man anaphorically and ‘the’ in line 11 acts 

as a cohesive device referring to the old man again.  The first paragraph has 

personal reference to the fortune-teller and other cohesive occurrences are 

in the form of possessive and personal pronouns like- his concession, his 

pockets, he held. 

Line 17 has references to the ‘black-and-yellow birds’ introduced in the 

first paragraph itself.  The determiner ‘any’ in line 6 refers to one amongst 

the three ‘black-and-yellow birds’. “Bird” in line 6 is used in the generic 

sense but refers anaphorically to ‘any bird’ in the same line.  The use of 

pure verbs without inflections like ‘give’, ‘fly’, ‘ring’ and ‘bring’ suggest 

the discourse of instructions given to the customers by the fortune teller.  

There is also reference to giving proper names to birds.  ‘One of the birds’, 

refers to the bird named ‘Joe’ cataphorically, this is evident due to the fact 

that the fortune-teller is chanting his name after he dropped the money in 

the chest. ‘The tiny black-and-yellow bird’’ in line 17 anaphorically refers 

to ‘Joe’ and the chain of the personal references e.g. ‘its head’, ‘its beady 

eye’, ‘its perch’, ‘its beak’ and ‘it fluttered’ running throughout the last 

paragraph is a strong cohesive device.  

‘The bird’ in line 19 is also an anaphoric reference to ‘Joe’. 

The pronoun ‘she’ in line ten and eleven anaphorically refers to Ruth.  

Similarly first person pronoun ‘I’ and possessive ‘my’ in line 10 refer again 

to Ruth   anaphorically. 

Hence we have a fortune-teller, who is using a bird for the purpose and 

Ruth is interested in knowing her fortune. 

B.  Demonstrative reference  

Demonstrative reference according to Halliday and Hasan, (1976:57) is 
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identifying the referent by locating it on the scale of proximity.  In line 14 

‘that act of fortune telling’ refers to practices in the past. ‘Here’ line 21 

refers to the practice of fortune telling in that part of the world, in recent 

times. 

2.2 Ellipses 

Ellipses according to Cook, (1989:20) is omitting part of sentences on the 

assumption that the earlier sentence or the context will make the meaning 

clear. 

Line 2 demonstrates anaphoric elision of the noun ‘elderly man’ 

Line 6 is marked with anaphoric ellipses where the noun and auxiliary, 

‘bird will’ is elided. This pattern is repeated in line 7. 

 E.g. Fly to temple door, ring bell, enter temple, get fortune and 

bring back 

In line 15 ‘the words’ are anaphorically elided in ‘telling their tale’ 

Similar examples are in line 15 and 16 where the noun ‘Americam soldier’ 

is elided, 

 E.g. Back at home, dead perhaps in Korea. 

Similarly ‘the bird’ is elided anaphorically in line 19 e.g. ‘emerged 

carrying’. 

2.3 Substitution 

“Substitution is the replacement of one item by another” (Halliday and 

Hasan, 1976:88) In lines 1and 2 ‘who’ is substituted for the fortune teller 

and similarly in line 8 ‘same’ is a cataphoric substitution for ‘fortune’ 

2.4 Conjunction 

Conjunction as Cook (1989:21) states, are words and phrases which 

explicitly draw attention to the type of relationship that exists between one 

sentence or clause or another as shown below: 
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A. Additive: additive comparisons e.g. ‘and’ (marker of speaker 

continuation, Schiffrin, 1987:141) is generally used to add meaning and 

secure the flow of the passage e.g. 

1. man who smiled and beckoned (Line 2) , Jack and Ruth (Line 2) 

2. “get fortune on folded paper and bring back same(line 6) 

3. ‘took it in its beak and dropped it in a money chest’ Line 12 

4. bird cocked its head and its beady eye 17 

5. that led and the bell tinkled 18 

6. disappeared inside the temple and emerged19 

7. fluttered back to its perch and Ruth… 20 

B. Adversative: adversative comparisons e.g. “but” (marker of contrast, 

Schiffrin, 1987:152) is used to bring out contrast. 

1. ‘Yes’, she said, “but let me pay…” line 10 

2. The act………..But the words were new…line 14 

2.5 Lexical Cohesion  

Lexical cohesion is the cohesive effect achieved by the selection of 

vocabulary (Halliday and Hasan, 1976:57).  It describes ways in which 

lexical items are bound together as shown below: 

2.5.1 Reiteration 

Verbs involving move-

ments of a trained bird 

Verbs involving 

sounds in the temple 

Verbs handling 

money 

Verbs involving-

greeting/familiarit

y 

Perch 

Flutter 

Fly 

Drop 

Bring back 

Disappear, Emerge 

Ring, 

Tinkle 

Chant 

Pay, 

Hand 

Hold 

Give 

Smile 

Beckon 
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Reiteration means restating an item in a later part of the discourse by direct 

repetition or else reasserting its meaning by exploiting lexical relations 

(McCarthy, 1991:65) as seen below in the classification of the verbs: 

• Synonymy 

Two lexical items are in synonymy when their experiential meaning is the 

same (Halliday and Hasan, 1989:80). The author has used the following 

synonyms to bind the text: 

1. shrine –temple 

2. miniature-tiny 

3. cash box-money chest 

4. handed- gave 

5. elderly-old 

• Antonymy 

The antonyms are lexical items having oppositeness of experiential 

meaning (Halliday and Hasan, 1989:80). In this passage the antonyms bind 

the text and show the movement of the bird entering the temple and going 

back: 

1. Old-new 

2. drop-bring back 

3. took-dropped 

4. front-back 

5. disappeared-emerged 

6. written- read 

• Repetition 

The word ‘bird’, ‘fluttered’, ‘telling’ and ‘perch’ have been repeated twice 

in the text for gentle emphasis and to bind the text. 

• Hyponymy 

Hyponymy is a relation that holds between a general class (superordinate) 

and its sub classes (hyponym), (Halliday and Hasan, 1989:80) as shown 
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below: 

Fortune -  fortune teller, miniature red temple, birds, written expressions. 

Man-         fortune teller, soldier 

Shrine-      temple 

• Metonymy 

They are the contributing parts of the whole (Halliday and Hasan, 1989:80) 

indicating lexical relationship. 

Bird- beak, head-eye                                 Temple- steps, bell 

2.5.2 Collocation 

According to Nattinger and DeCarrico (1992:20), collocations describe 

specific lexical items and the frequency with which these items occur with 

other lexical items. The following categories of collocations were observed 

in this text. 

• Lexical 

Elderly man, smiled and beckoned, three small black-and-yellow birds, 

written explanation, tiny steps, bell tinkled, folded bit of paper, cash box, 

money chest etc. 

• Grammatical 

Bring back, bound to, come on, on leave, at home 

3.0 Conclusion 

The analysis of the text shown above demonstrates that the awareness of 

how linguistic devices bind the text and helps students comprehend the text. 

Analyzing lexical elements used gives the idea of what the topic is and the 

type of registers employed.  When students understand what goes into 

writing, their confidence is enhanced.  It also helps to develop their 

communicative competence, their interpretive and inferential skills.  Along 

with this if coherence- context of situation is taken into consideration, it can 

go a long way in making students understand the meaning of any well-

formed text. 
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Appendix 1 

There was a fortune-teller who had his concession on the path leading to 

one of the shrines at Kamakura, an emaciated elderly man who smiled and 

beckoned to Jack and Ruth.  On a stand near him was a miniature red-

lacquer temple with three small black-and- yellow birds perched in front of 

it.  The fortune teller whipped from his pocket a type written explanation. 

 “Give any bird a fifty-yen folded note,” Jack read.  “Bird will drop 

it in the cash- box, fly to temple door, ring bell, enter temple, get fortune on 

folded paper and bring back same.” 

“It might be worth fifty yen,” Jack said. 

“Yes,” she said, “but let me pay for it.  I want it to be my fortune.” 

She handed the old man a folded note.  He held it in front of one of the 

birds, which took it in its beak and dropped it in a tiny money-chest. 

“Come on, Joe,” the old man chanted, “come on, Joe.” 

That act of fortune telling must have dated back to temple necromancy, but 

the words were new, telling their tale of lonely American soldiers on leave, 

back at home now, or dead perhaps in Korea. 

The tiny black-and-yellow bird cocked its head and its beady eye was 

remarkably intelligent.  It fluttered from its perch to tiny steps that led and 

the bell tinkled.  Then the bird disappeared inside the temple and emerged 

carrying a folded bit of paper.  It fluttered back to its perch, and Ruth took 

the paper from its beak.  “Don’t be afraid to read it,” Jack said.  “They are 

bound to have only good fortunes here.”  

The passage attached is from Stopover: Tokyo by John P. Marquand (1906) 

taken from the Readers’ Digest. 
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Abstract 

This paper analyses the tenor of the teacher-learner interactivity aroused and the learning 

outcomes in the learner after administering an SLM unit created with sensitivity to cultural 

nuances. 

 

Introduction 

As distant educators, our  focus has been on the problems of situating the 

teacher-learner-SLM (Self Learning Material) text in the arena of Open and 

Distance Education. A necessary step in understanding centres around the 

cultural factors that influence the construction of material. 

At a basic level, there is an inscription of the teacher-in-print into the SLM 

text. The next step involves the teacher-in-print's inscription of several 

cultural codes in order to maintain an easy flow of communication between 

the teacher and the learner. These cultural codes include intrapersonal, 

interpersonal and extrapersonal frames. The purpose of the inscription is to 

create, sustain, if not simulate, the interactivity between teachers and 

learners, quite effortlessly available in a live classroom. This study analyses 

the tenor of the teacher-learner interactivity aroused and the learning 

outcomes in the learner after administering an SLM unit created with 

sensitivity to cultural nuances.  

Teaching and Learning are no longer linear processes with a determinable 

source and destination. Teaching– Learning (T-L) today is a complex web 
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of communication in which the teacher encodes the learning experiences 

through single or multiple channels to be decoded by the learner. In Open 

and Distance Learning (ODL), this process gets complicated by the 

disjunction between the teacher and the learner. Of late, Self-Learning 

Material (SLM), along with the use of technology, has been identified as 

an effective medium. This is because SLM enables multiple points of 

positioning for the teacher and learner alike, thus differentiating it from 

both the live classroom and the correspondence learning of old. 

Every SLM text introduces the figure of the Teacher-in-Print (TIP) in 

addition to the teacher and learner. The TIP is a veiled presence whose 

inscription of tone and voice differentiates the success or otherwise of the 

learning outcome. What we are discussing here is a situated learning 

environment, whose goal is to move beyond both the behaviouristic 

models of Briggs, Gange and May and the cognitive models of Bloom, 

Merrill and Gagne (Mohanty 99). Such a learning emphasises on 

interactivity that is created to maintain a smooth transfer of learning at the 

affective and meta cognitive levels as well. We are referring both to 

Bloom's taxonomy of objectives (knowledge, comprehension, application, 

synthesis and evaluation) and his hierarchy of affective goals (receiving, 

responding, valuing, organisation and characterisation) (Bloom qtd. in 

Mohanty 99). 

More importantly, we are examining the basis of design structures, their 

elements and function, so that meaningful learning can result. In his book, 

Culture, Politics and Education, Michael Apple raises a pertinent question: 

“What counts as knowledge, the ways in which it is organised, what 

counts as an appropriate display of having learned it, and - just as critically 

– who is allowed to ask and answer all these questions?”(1996). Such an 
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interrogation becomes crucial to any understanding of teaching and learning 

through SLM.  

One advantage that any live classroom offers is the number of cultural 

codes a teacher or a learner can introduce to illustrate, compare and explain 

a difficult concept. It is our contention that the embedding of cultural codes 

allows us to simulate classroom interaction, even while they “point to our 

shared knowledge about the way the world works.” (Felluga, 2005) 

Whether cultural codes can be successfully encoded as an aid for 

understanding started our research on this topic. To what extent would such 

codes enable or disable communication? Would these codes extend or 

restrict the range of learners across geography, age, class and gender? -- 

These were questions for which we sought answers in our one-day 

workshop to students of Foundation English at the Undergraduate level. 

Profile of IDE and the Expectations regarding the Foundation English 

Course 

The Institute of Distance Education (IDE) at the University of Madras was 

started in the year 1982. We, at IDE, offer a variety of courses at 

Undergraduate, Postgraduate, Certificate and Diploma levels. We are one of 

the front runners of Distance Education in India.  

The Foundation English course at IDE is a compulsory course for all the 

first and second year undergraduate students in all the disciplines. The 

purpose of the course is to enhance the communication abilities in English. 

It consists of components including, prose, poetry, short story, value 

education and language exercises. The focus, as of now, is to help the 

learners read with cognitive goals and write with cohesion and coherence. 

The emphasis is on language performance rather than producing an answer 
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for evaluation. From this academic year, the materials are designed in such 

a way that there will be a tangible language – user interface. 

Methodology of the Study 

At the outset, we wish to make our disclaimers. This is because, we came 

across hitches that forced us to alter our original plans as mentioned in the 

abstract. What is interesting is how they transformed our own views on this 

topic in significant ways. Our original intention was to invite 50 students of 

the first year undergraduate course from different disciplines. In spite of 

outlining our proposal to over 150 students, we had only 12 volunteers. The 

reasons for not attending included the distance of their residences from the 

venue, the fact that it was a working day and therefore many of our 

employed students could not take time off from work. Because of these 

contingencies, our plan of selecting based on rural and urban, young and 

middle aged, lower and middle income, women and men had to be 

reformulated. 

We had three men and nine women. Since our admission process was not 

complete then, we couldn't get the first year students. Perforce, we had to 

make a virtue of our obstacles. We chose second year students, who also 

take the course on Foundation English. We chose a text prescribed for them 

in the first year and introduced the culture-coded SLM. This proved 

beneficial because our respondents could compare the conventional print 

material and our SLM. A memorable part of the workshop happened when 

three students from the regular stream walked in for another meeting and 

started attending ours. When this faux pas was noticed, two out of the three 

wanted to continue because they had gone through half the session. This 

gave a bonus insight for us in terms of their comparison between the live 

classroom and our SLM. Quite deliberately, we prepared a short SLM, 
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because a full fledged one requires about six hours for a proper response. 

Given below is an overview of the range of our sample, even though no 

statistical assumptions can be made with such a small sample. 

Our workshop session began with the participants reading the chosen 

passage from Shakespeare's As You Like It and recording their responses  

to a descriptive questionnaire. The focus of these questions was aimed 

towards finding out the extent and the depth of understanding the given 

text. Quite consciously, no input was given by us before administering the 

SLM. Then, the culture coded SLM was given to the participants. After 

reading through the same, they were asked to respond to the same 

questionnaire. Their responses clearly revealed a better understanding of the 

text, ability to link the codes in the text to their life experiences and a clear 

reflection on images and culture specific illustrations. We followed this 

activity with a group discussion, when the participants with language 

problems were asked to explain their statements and thoughts. The majority 

response was the query as to why their existing material was not in this 

format. They wanted to know whether their own disciplines can and will 

have this format in the future. Another recurrent response was that this 

material was not difficult to read and it was as if someone explained things 

to them personally. They also became aware that they could relate their 

Students 
Male/

Female 

Major: Eng-

lish/ Other 

Subjects 

Young/ 

Middle 

aged 

Urban/ 

Subur-

ban 

First. Second 

Generation 

Learners 

12 3 – 9 2 – 10 10 – 2 6 – 6 2 – 10 
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study to life and not really lose focus. 

Sample SLM with Indications of  Culture Codes and Points of Teacher 

Intervention Shakespeare's As You Like It. 

 

1.1  Introduction 

In this unit, we will study a well-known passage from Shakespeare's As 

You Like It. This passage is actually a speech spoken by the character, 

Jacques. He compares life to play-acting and world to a stage. 

1.2 Objectives 

After reading this unit, you will be able to  

• list the seven stages in life mentioned by Jacques 

• appreciate the images and words chosen to convey the idea  

• tell two characteristics of each stage in life 

• compare this concept with your personal life 

Structure of the Unit 

1.1 Introduction 

1.2 Objectives 

1.3 Gist of the Text 

1.4 Explanations 

1.5 Recap 

1.6 Activity 

1.7 Hints to answer 

Gist of the Text 

Jacques, as you can easily see, begins by comparing world to a stage and 

people to players. Like in a play, people have their exits and entrances in 

life. In all, an individual passes through seven stages in life. They are: 

1. infant 
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2. school boy 

3. lover 

4. soldier 

5. justice 

6. retired person 

7. senile person 

Each of these stages have special characteristics. They are: 

1. Infant – dependent stage: Jacques describes a small baby as “mewling 

and puking in the nurse's arm”, that is crying, drinking milk and 

sleeping. In our own context, we would probably rewrite the word 

nurse as mother or grandmother. {With women going out to work now, 

our children go to day care centres – think about this}. [The implicit 

culture coding hints at the joint family system in India. The teacher 

intervention in parenthesis contextualises the present day scenario on 

this issue, now that we are moving towards the nuclear family units.] 

2. School boy – emergent stage: The school boy is described as having a 

“shining morning face.” But he is “creeping like snail, unwilling to 

school.” Many of our children do the same, don’t they? So, this seems 

to be a universal experience. [Since it is a universal experience, no 

culture coding is inscribed. So, from the point of view of teacher 

intervention, it is a neutral statement.] 

3. Lover – expressive stage: Jacques says that a lover is “sighing like a 

furnace with a woeful ballad made to the mistress' eyebrow.” Sighing 

seems to be a part of love everywhere. Our own literatures talk about 

this with reference to Salim/Anarkali, Devdas/Parvati and in many 

Ahananooru poems.  However, in the English context, “furnace” refers 

to fiery passion, whereas in ours it is a kitchen appliance. Similarly, the 
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“woeful ballad” sung by the lover would now convert to a popular gana 

song or SMS verses. [Ahananooru and gana songs -- These are very 

specific culture codings of the local reality. This can prove deterrent 

outside Tamil Nadu or even with students whose second language is not 

Tamil. From the point of intervention, it illustrates what is unknown 

with what is known and hence very effective.] 

4. Soldier – assertive stage: The soldier is described as full of “strange 

oaths, jealous in honour, sudden and quick in quarrel, seeking the 

bubble reputation.”  In Shakespeare's time and much earlier in our 

Purananooru times, being a soldier meant great courage and chivalry. 

When you think about it, now, being in the army is one of the 

occupations. [The culture coding here implies the changing perception 

regarding the profession. As teacher intervention, the entire discussion 

is an explanation.] 

5. Justice – knowing stage: Jacques describes a Justice as a person with a 

“round belly lined with capon, severe eyes, beard of formal cut, full of 

saws and modern instances.” Yes, when we grow older, we become 

more serious in our outlook. However, today, parents don't want to 

advise their children all the time and want to be a friend to their 

children. This description is no longer representative. [This explanation 

encodes contemporary reality. As a teacher intervention mechanism, it 

reinforces the reality perception, a first step towards analysing the gap 

between what is stated and what is perceivable outside.] 

6. Retired Person – giving up stage: As we grow older, our physical 

person also changes. Jacques describes it as “slippered pantaloons, 
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spectacles on nose and pouch on side, a world too wide for a shrunk 

shank, manly voice treble, pipes and whistles.” 

7. Senile Person – end stage: This stage is described as “second 

childishness, .... sans everything.” 

1.4  Explanations 

All of us reflect on life sometime or the other. Now, what do we mean by 

'reflect'? It is to think deeply on an idea or a situation in life. Most often, we 

reflect on ourselves. This ability (which is also known as self- awareness) is 

something special to human beings. So, to understand the passage better, 

you would do well to remember occasions when you thought about yourself 

and your life deeply, When someone sees you with your chin resting  on 

your palms, the response is invariably this: Have your ships been sunk?” It 

is a matter of great concern that it is only on such things we are expected to 

think deeply. Life and ourselves, of course, are matters of great concern. 

[The idiomatic usage encodes a well known Tamil proverb – enna kappala 

kavizhinthathu? While it clarifies the idea for the regional learners, it has to 

be re-worked for learners outside the region. Hence, the coding is effective 

but limited in scope. As a point of teacher intervention, it enables the 

mapping of the abstract.] 

Check your progress 

1. In your own words, define the word 'reflection.' 

1.4.1 Images 

Images are the basic tools a writer uses. Whether you know it or not, you 

too make use of images in your day-to-day conversation. For example, 

when someone sees you flattering another person, your act is termed 

'soaping'. This is just one instance of imaging. To get abstract ideas and 

concepts clear, we often use apt images. [This code is specifically targeted 
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at the youth. This and the reference to gana song earlier, will not, for 

instance, make sense to anyone over a certain age group. This is better 

coded because learners can find regional/local equivalents like 'maska 

marna' or 'kaakaai piditthal.' As teacher intervention, this is once again a 

mapping of the abstract through the concrete.]  

The passage we are studying, you will notice, has a lot of images. Let us list 

some of them: 

1. creeping like a snail 

2. world's a stage 

3. bearded like a pard 

4. bubble reputation 

An image is quite often a metaphor or a simile. Both these are figures of 

speech used to compare two things. In a simile, the comparison is direct and 

uses words such as like and as, whereas in a metaphor. these are absent. 

Do you know? 

1. In the images given above, identify the similes and metaphors. 

2. Why do we use images? 

1.5 Recap 

• We have looked at the comparison of life/world to acting/stage 

• We have listed seven stages in an individual's life with their 

characteristics 

• We have also seen what it is to reflect on life 

• We have discussed the use of images with illustrations 

1.6 Activities 

[The culture coding in all these activities is a subjective and personal 
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inscription. From the point of learning, it encourages the correlation of the 

personal with the larger socio-cultural context.] 

1. How does it feel to look at your own life experiences as 

different scenes in a movie?  [As teacher intervention, it 

encourages the objectification and externalisation of the 

personal.] 

2. You are still young. How far are you able to project yourself 

into the mental states of the elderly? [As teacher intervention, it 

insists on an empathic projection.] 

3. This passage refers to a middle class context. How would you 

compare this with the situation in India right now? [As teacher 

intervention, this attempts at contextualisation and comparison, 

both very useful in harnessing effective learning outcomes.] 

4. Next time you are in a group conversing, observe and list 

images as they are used by different speakers. [The teacher 

intervention here is in terms of positioning  learning in life 

situations.] 

1.7 Hints to answer 

Descriptive Questionnaire 

1. List the seven stages in a person's life. 

2. List the characteristics of each stage. 

3. Add or delete stages from this list and say why. 

4. Bring out the similarities and differences based on a comparison 

between the culture represented in the passage and your own. 

5. Define an image and show how it operates. 

6. What did you like most about the explanations in this unit? 
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This list of questions is graded so that the learner will move from low 

order learning to high order learning. They are arranged in a way that 

would enable the learner to move progressively from a  hand holding stage 

to those of identification, relation, interpretation, interpolation, projection 

and finally to an independent extension stage. 

Interpretation of the Responses 

In terms of the overall responses, we can assert that almost all the 

participants in our workshop felt an enhancement of understanding after 

reading the culture-coded SLM. We wish to illustrate the emergent stages 

of learner understanding by quoting their own statements. These stages 

include: 

 

1. Handholding stage: Each one of the participants felt that they 

understood the stages better after reading our  culture-coded 

SLM. One significant response was as follows: “It [reading our 

SLM] is as if we are listening to the teacher. It is as if someone 

is standing behind  us and guiding us through the meanings of 

every line.”(emphasis ours). Apart from clearly highlighting 

the teacher presence, this statement brings out an interesting 

aspect of the positioning of the teacher and the learner. A 

teacher in front of the learner is usually found in the lecture- 

based live classroom or even in Personal Contact Programmes. 

Whereas, a teacher behind the learner suggests a personalised 

coaching/ hand holding that makes culture coding a significant 

exercise.  

handholding~identifying~relating~interpreting/interpolating~extending/

projecting~independent 
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2. Identifying stage: Almost all the participants could list the 

seven stages before and after the administration of our SLM. 

Some gave clearer reasons for preferring one stage over the 

other but all of them were very subjective reasons. We found 

more enhanced perception in the next stage. 

3. Relating stage: All except three of our participants could list the 

seven stages but could not add or delete stages before reading 

our sample SLM. After reading it, their responses varied widely: 

i) talking about these stages as then and now (past and present), 

ii) justifying concepts such as our reference to child care centres, 

iii) talking about stages as there and here (cross-culturally) and 

iv) adding or deleting according to their life perceptions. One 

particular learner had actually listed all the above responses by 

way of answering Q. 4 in our questionnaire. Another response 

was that, “Here, i.e., in my own culture – during this period, 

even the 40 year old judge wants to become 20s and so they take 

severe exercises and therefore nowadays no one can think they 

are in the 5th stage, but they think they are in the 3rd stage.”  

      

On the question of adding or deleting stages, the real life 

comparison played a significant role. For instance, more than 

one younger participant felt that the lover stage should be 

deleted because it is a distraction and a waste of time. Equally 

strong objections came to our reference of an army soldier as 

just another occupation. All of them remembered the Kargil war 

alright. 

4. Interpreting stage: Having understood the correlation between 
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literature and life, participants (about five of them) were able to 

move through the higher orders of learning. For instance, one 

response to Q. 3 of our questionnaire was that old age need not 

be 'sans everything.' “It is an enjoyable stage, because old 

people can play and talk with their grandchildren. In this stage, 

the old people encourage the children to listen to stories.” Such 

an interpretation may be culture specific yet it points to a 

differential perception of the individual's relationship to family 

and society. 

5. Extending/Projecting stage: Three of our participants were 

able to transcend the textual material in order to understand the 

meaning making process. One response moved back to our 

reference on Ahananooru and projected a difference we had not 

thought of. “In the Ahananooru, the love described is not 

usually present in all kinds of groups. It is not mentioned by 

the hero's or heroine's name .... nowadays love is common and 

cellphone – it is like a God making connection.” This response 

reveals a mutual transmission between past and present 

learnings as also learning and life. Another response was as 

follows: “This unit helped me to understand clearly what is 

what. At the same time I could compare my life to this passage. 

This makes it easy to explain difficult ideas.” Both these 

responses indicate independent learner profiles which are 

significant forward movements from the hand holding stages. 

Highlights and Learnings 

The learner – learning interface that our SLM created certainly maintained 

the “convivial dialogue” that Paolo Friere talks about as taking place 
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between educator – educatee (teacher)  and educatee – educator (learner). 

Highlights 

• Employment of cultural codes enrich sensory inputs leading to 

concretisation. This is very similar to Jacqui Gough's idea of 

experiential learning: “Learning is very much part of everyone's life, 

something that is happening all the time wherever we are .... Many 

people believe that they learn best from their own experience rather 

than being taught.” 

• Culture coding transforms the learner into a meta learner and the 

experience of reading, into an event. As Ben Knights explains: “By 

giving ourselves to that experience ... we are actually enabled not only 

to assimilate meaning but also to enter into the making of meaning as a 

dynamic process.” (45) 

• Culture coding results in programmed learning in which the emphasis is 

not on transmission of knowledge but on the development of personal 

constructs by the learner: “Personal constructs are the dimension that 

we use to conceptualise aspects of our day-to-day world (Cohen and 

Manion 299). 

• Learning becomes self-discovery or self-awareness or better still, what 

Friere would call “Conscientization.” Expanding this idea, Ben Knights 

remarks: “Grasping an idea is based on two underlying metaphors, one 

that ideas are tangible objects, the other that mental operations are 

physical and tactile.” (60) 

Learnings 

• Variations across sample criteria are limited in our study. 

• The points of relevance of culture codes need to be very clearly 

established. Bringing it in by rote or force can be counter productive. 

• Selection of codes need to be carefully made and codes should remain 

dexterous. That is, there has to be a clear line of demarcation cultural 

specificity and parochial coding. 
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Conclusion 

Our research study is based on the notion of “situated cognition” in which 

the physical and social contexts are integral parts of the teaching – 

learning activity. Our model of communication is based on David Berlo's 

model of SMCR in which “communication does not consist of the 

transmission of meaning. Meanings are not transmittable, only messages 

are transmittable, and meanings are not in the message, they are in 

message users.” (4) This reinforces the importance of tone and voice of 

the teacher-in-print of a communication site like SLM. In this site, the 

teacher and learner share a communication based on 

'conversation' (William Schramm) and 'encounter' (Paolo Friere). 
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Abstract  

In this reflective note, I would like to share some of my experiences in my supervision of EFL 

teacher trainees' practicum in the Arab world. I have tried to incorporate the students' concerns 

and problems as well as my personal observations and assessment of the experiences. 

 

1.  Student teachers are seen to depend heavily on the supervisor's 

guidance. This makes it too difficult for them to develop independence 

and creativity. It also makes them totally dependent on other people's 

ideas and leads to a lack of confidence in their own ideas and 

practices. A mere copying of teaching procedures and ideas from the 

teacher guide makes the student teachers teach aimlessly what the 

guide dictates. Moreover, this simply does not help the students in 

planning and executing their lessons. How would a student teacher 

improve in teaching and planning his lessons if he keeps imitating the 

plans and teaching procedures of his teacher guide? Most student 

teachers keep doing this though their supervisors always remind them 

that they should use the teacher's book only as a guide and should 

adapt the teaching plan to suit the aims and objectives of the lesson 

they are going to teach. 

2. Student teachers need to know that they should plan their lessons and 

choose their techniques and activities according to the time of day and 

according to whether the students are tired or active. This would 

require them to balance and rearrange some of the activities included 
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in the students' books. Unfortunately, however, they keep repeating the 

same mistakes, especially with regard to time management. They need 

to realize that nobody can help them in estimating the time required for 

their class events as much as themselves. In fact, time management is 

one of the most serious problems student teachers face. Thus, this is 

one of the major problems that supervisors face in helping student 

teachers improve their teaching and prepare better lesson plans. 

3. This brings us to the next important observation. Most student teachers 

do not reflect on their teaching. They simply do not think about the 

lessons they have taught.  This makes them repeat the same mistakes 

in their lesson plans and teaching.  If only student teachers reviewed 

and reflected on their practice teaching lessons immediately after the 

teaching, they could use this reflective exercise to plan their 

subsequent lesson plans better. They would also gradually acquire a 

sense of time management for each activity they would like to use. 

One would expect that they would, in due course, become better able 

to estimate reasonably well the time required for their activities. 

4. Student teachers should also be given the chance to share the same 

offices with the cooperating teachers. This togetherness will help the 

student teachers learn from the cooperating teachers with greater ease 

and less reservation.  It will create intimacy between them. This will 

also narrow the gap and overcome the barriers that may arise from 

working in separate offices. In addition, this will allow student 

teachers to observe closely, and 'live' in, the normal teaching 

atmosphere. It will allow freer exchange of information and informal 

discussions about their teaching practice. In effect, student teachers 

will experience firsthand the problems and concerns, and even find 
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practical solutions to those problems. 

5.  Another important step to take in order to make the cooperating 

teachers more helpful to the student teachers is to provide some sort of 

reward to the cooperating teachers. The least they should be given is a 

reduction in their teaching load. They should also be allowed to attend 

workshops on their role as cooperating teachers. Materialistic rewards 

and incentives would also encourage the cooperating teachers to go the 

extra mile in helping the student teachers. 

6.  Student teachers also complain that their students do not take them 

seriously because the students know that they are not going to be 

evaluated by the student teachers. The majority of student teachers 

face difficulty in classroom control.  It would, therefore, be a good 

idea to give the student teachers a chance to be involved in evaluating 

the students under the close supervision of the cooperating teacher. 

 This will actually serve two purposes. It will help student teachers in 

gaining the students' respect and greater control of their class. It will 

also provide them with training on testing and evaluation. In fact, 

student teachers are only trained how to teach. They are hardly given 

any training in assessing the students' performance. The area of testing 

and evaluation should not remain neglected any longer if teacher 

training were to be comprehensive and effective. Such training in their 

teaching practice is of paramount importance for the student teachers, 

especially because continuous assessment has become an integral part 

of the basic education system. Gullickson (2000:1) has rightly 

emphasised that evaluation is "an integral, inevitable feature of all 
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aspects of education." 

7.  Another common observation in teaching practice is that most of the 

student teachers are confused about elicitation techniques and 

language production. When trying to use elicitation techniques in 

presenting vocabulary or structures per se, they expect the whole class 

to produce accurate utterances of the items being introduced at that 

stage. They do not realize that the learners are still unfamiliar with the 

item being presented. Consequently, if they do not get completely 

accurate production of the vocabulary or structure from the learners 

even at this early stage, they get frustrated and this in turn affects their 

performance for the rest of the class period. Clearly, it is the role of the 

supervisor to keep reminding the student teachers of the correct way to 

use elicitation techniques and of the need to be patient during the early 

stage of the lesson. The student teachers should not expect the learners 

to produce and use novel utterances before they get enough and clear 

presentation and practice. 

8. When giving feedback to student teachers, the cooperating teachers 

treat them as if they were experienced teachers. Student teachers get 

frustrated when they receive so much criticism right from the 

beginning of their teaching practice in addition to the fear and 

apprehension they may have from getting into this new experience. It 

would be better if cooperating teachers prioritize their comments and 

spread them across the whole semester. That is, the cooperating 

teacher should concentrate on a few issues at a time with some 

encouragement and praise, so that the student teachers develop 

confidence in themselves.  By the end of the semester, the cooperating 

teacher would find that all the comments and feedback he had planned 
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to give the student teacher have in fact been given.  As Kurtoglu-

Hooten (2004) observes, feedback to facilitate teacher learning and 

change does not have to be problem-oriented all the time.  It could 

involve the appreciation of what a teacher does well, an approach that 

uses, as a starting point, appreciating and valuing a teacher's strengths 

rather than weaknesses (Hammond 1998:24). 

Based on these observations over a long period of practicum supervision, 

the following suggestions are made in the hope that they would help student 

teachers improve their classroom management skills. 

• Lesson plans should be prepared more carefully. When planning the 

lessons beforehand, the student teacher should think of ways to make 

the learners happy, relaxed, taste success, and not feel bored. 

• The activities and techniques should not be directed only towards the 

front rows of the class, especially when learners feel bored or tired, or 

when the class is large. The blackboard should be used effectively in 

such situations to draw the students' attention. 

• Students should not be asked questions when they are not paying 

attention. Through proper body language, especially eye contact, the 

non-attentive students should be made to pay attention without 

interrupting or stopping teaching. 

• Teaching aids and the necessary tools should be planned beforehand in 

order not to waste time in fixing them. Spending class time in thinking 

of how to fix the aids will make the learners get distracted.  The student 

teacher will then lose control of the class. 

• Students should be given something to do while the teacher is writing 
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on the board. All the sentences should not be written on the board at 

once. There should be enough on the board to keep the class busy and 

then the student teacher should walk around checking that everyone is 

writing. 

• During pair and group work, the student teacher should not spend all 

the time standing on one side of the classroom.  He should keep moving 

from one group to another. 

• He should learn how to have equal and quick attention from all sections 

of the class. 

• Even when the student teacher has to do something at the front of the 

class, he should position himself such that he can see everyone. 

• Weak students should be given enough praise and encouragement to 

make them put in their best efforts. 
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Abstract 

This paper analyses the characteristics of efficient readers.  The core characteristics of  efficient 

readers such as, reading ideas and making connections are discussed in this paper. The final 

section illustrates efficient reader’s reaction to a reading passage. 

 

Introduction 

“What is the point of reading?” “I find it such a tedious and time-

consuming task!” “There are too many new words in a row that hinder my 

comprehension of the passage I am reading!” The majority of language 

teachers have heard such claims, made by their students to undermine the 

value of reading or demonstrate their failure to complete a reading 

assignment and sufficiently comprehend the author’s message. 

Theories pertaining to second language acquisition, with their drawbacks 

and conveniences, place great emphasis on the skill of reading and assume 

that any language learner should be able to undertake it quite competently, 

but in actuality only few language learners do get along with, enjoy and 

digest this task without ulcers! Therefore, you find them constantly 

wondering about meanings, making connections, reflecting on the 

experience presented, and increasing their vocabulary repertoire. What is 

more, they read excessively to broaden their knowledge. Thus, efficient 
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readers deserve to be dubbed as efficient” (Baudoin et al 1977) since they 

succinctly and effectively grasp what they read. Their comprehension of 

what they read is sufficient and saliently recognized through their 

reasoning. 

This brief descriptive paper enumerates two of the core characteristics of 

good readers. These are reading ideas, not words, and making connections. 

The final section illustrates efficient readers’ reaction to a reading passage. 

Reading ideas, not words 

Efficient readers read ideas, not individual words (Kolzow & Lehmann 

1982). Therefore, they are not obsessed with getting the exact meaning of 

every single unfamiliar word they encounter when reading. What is more, 

new words and expressions do not fascinate them or, better stated, they are 

not after words! Efficient readers are more conscious about understanding 

ideas and following the train of thought of the author. Thus, teachers do not 

find them with a dictionary checking up unfamiliar words in the material at 

their disposal. 

Using a dictionary distracts attention and brings the level of reading 

comprehension down. Every time students check a word in a passage, they 

feel an urge to start reading the passage from the very beginning in order to 

double check how the meaning they have gotten fits the context and the 

passage as a whole. The same book remains with them for a long time, as a 

result. Efficient readers read connected phrases, sentences and paragraphs 

(i.e. they read units of thought), not word by word as they know that words 
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alone do not make sense in isolation. They relentlessly wonder about 

meanings, trying to figure out what the author tries to communicate to his 

readers. 

Understanding words is not wholly unwelcome when reading. Being 

obsessed with words, however, defies the purpose of reading and reduces it 

to knowing more words into the target language. Efficient readers do not 

ignore new words as they read; but, they deal with them differently. There 

are three steps that efficient readers undertake when they come across 

difficult words. First, they highlight the word or write it in the margin. They 

read further hoping to find sufficient context to clarify its meaning. If they 

fail to get the meaning of that word from context, they move to the second 

step which is looking at the form of the word and analyzing it 

morphologically. Third, they look up the word in the dictionary as the last 

resort especially if the difficult word prevents full comprehension. 

Generally speaking, there are two types of words that force readers to use a 

dictionary. First, words that are essential for following up with the author’s 

main ideas. Secondly, words that readers already know but they are not sure 

of their precise meaning and usage. Such words need to be looked up in a 

dictionary. 

Making connections 

Making connections and relating upcoming ideas to previous ones are 

equally important to understanding a passage. That is why efficient readers 

always push forward, trying to compensate the loss of understanding of 
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previous ideas with following ones. They do not regress to read over what 

they have already read because simply doing that will cause comprehension 

loss. That makes them “active” readers as they participate effectively with 

the task of reading. Although reading is defined as a “receptive” skill, it has 

never been reduced to the task of “receiving” but extended to “reflecting”, 

“asking” and “producing or reporting”. This becomes obvious when you 

ask them to tell back what they have read. They do it competently and 

succinctly. 

Making connections can also be reduced to the structure of the reading 

passage. Sometimes, readers find complex sentences whose understanding 

contributes to the meaning of the passage. Thus, they use the components of 

language to glean the meaning of these complex structures. For example, 

they look at the punctuation marks, conjunctions and other functional 

elements. They also attempt to cross out difficult vocabulary items in a long 

complex sentence trying to read it without such words. 

Efficient readers’ reaction to the passage 

A good piece of reading transmits an experience, idea, opinion or argument 

from the writer to the reader like a radiator transmits waves. A great piece 

of reading engages and integrates the readers with the experience presented. 

It makes them live the nightmare the author had, tastes the disgusting food 

he ate when traveled, imagine the huge, horrible elephant he saw in the 

woods. I would venture to say that reading is a communal product; both 

writers and readers bring it about in its final shape and actively participate 

to encompass it thoroughly. Successful readers forecast their intended 
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readers, imagine their facial expressions, attitudes and probably have 

expectations on how their readers will react to their writing. 

Efficient readers find relief and comfort when reading. You always find 

them with a book or novel. Whether waiting to see the dentist or waiting for 

the bus, they constantly and tirelessly read. It is no wonder then to find 

them skilful and efficient as persistence is indispensable to reading. Their 

eyes move fast along the selection they are engaged in but their heads do 

not. Phrases and clauses are absorbed in each glimpse and ideas smoothly 

sink in their brains for further processing and reflection. 

Conclusion 

To sum up, efficient readers are gifted with the skill of reading. However, 

this gift is not entirely inspiration; they definitely have to work hard to 

acquire it through endless browsing here and there. They have also acquired 

it through curiosity about meaning, urge of making connections and 

drawing inferences and active participation with authors. So beat the band 

and grab a book! 
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